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Onimusha Guide - Bienvenue sur Aide au Choix

families, slaughtered sleeping children in their beds. ... Hades, move close to the fallen demon and press right and SQUARE (the instruction manual says you only .... will grab at you with their free hand and lift you off the ground in a chokehold. ...... to a sword and clean out the two vases on the same end of the room as you. 
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t began slowly... A villager vanished. Then another. A gutted cow was found on the west road. Then, the demons began to get even bolder. They went into homes, butchered whole families, slaughtered sleeping children in their beds. They took over the castle, threatened the royal family. Now the evil has spread to every corner of the kingdom. It's time for action, Samanosuke Achebe. Someone needs to send the evil back to hell. That someone is you. In Onimusha:Warlords, Capcom has released yet another engrossing survival horror adventure, maybe the fastest and best yet. We here at IGN Guides have been wading through demon blood and evil goo to bring you the ultimate guide. With a detailed walkthrough, maps, and full boss strategies, we've got everything you need to get through the game. But we don't stop there. Inside, you'll find descriptions of where to find every hidden item, Flourite and File in Onimusha. We've given tips on the Dark Realm and disclose all of the secrets the game has to offer, including strategy to power you through the Oni Spirits mini game. Basically, this is the most complete guide you'll find anywhere, and like always, it's free. Another quality guide by: Chris "Sweetbread" Carle Another quality designed by: Mike "Head Cheese" Kelly
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Onimusha: Warlords is a pretty straightforward game once you master the controls and understand the basic abilities of your warrior. The following section explains everything you will need to know to control Samanosuke and Kaede and provides tips on the best ways to perform each maneuver in the game.



Controls UP DOWN RIGHT LEFT X CIRCLE TRIANGLE SQUARE DOWN + SQUARE RIGHT + SQUARE R1 R1 + UP + SQUARE L1 R2



Move forward, regardless of position on the screen Move backward, regardless of position on the screen Turn right, regardless of position on the screen Turn left, regardless of position on the screen Action button Absorb fallen opponents' souls Use your weapon's magic attack (if your Orb is powered up) Attack with weapon, repeat to do combo moves Kick your opponent Stab an opponent on the ground Auto target the closest foe Make a single stroke with the sword--a rising slash when near your target, a thrust at medium distance Block an opponent's attack (some attacks cannot be blocked) Turn around quickly



Movement Onimusha utilizes the same control scheme as the Resident Evil series of games. In order to preserve the cinematic nature of the game, this control system was designed to provide easy movement through the complex world. It takes some getting used to, but is quite effective once you do. No matter where you are on screen, pushing up makes you move forward and pushing back makes you move backward. Pressing left or right makes your character turn in that direction. In order to turn a corner, then, you will need to press up and right or left, depending which way the path bends.



Attacking You'll encounter quite a few battles during the course of the game. Of course, different enemies require different strategies. These are discussed in the Enemies section of this guide. However, cer-
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tain things apply to any fight you'll come across in the game.Your main ally in swordplay is the R1 button, which targets the nearest opponent. In most battles, you'll simply want to ride this button while slashing with the SQUARE button. Your character will perform a new sword strike with each button press. A combo is usually four moves long, although can be shorter with some of the heavier weapons.You can also do single moves. Depending on the proximity to your enemy, you will perform single slash moves with varying degrees of damage. At a short distance, you will make a rising slash that will often knock down weaker beasts. If you are standing at a medium distance from the demon, you will stab at it. This will pierce most enemy's defenses and knock down lower demons. During a battle, it is likely you will knock your enemy down at least once before it dies.You can also kick an opponent over by pressing down and square (lesser demons only). To speed the path to Hades, move close to the fallen demon and press right and SQUARE (the instruction manual says you only need to press SQUARE, button pushing right seems to help perform this maneuver more efficiently). This will cause your character to take a downward stab at the demon. Doing this will kill all but the most powerful enemies. Critical attacks happen when you time your strike at a precise moment. For instance, if you slash a Bazuu just as it materializes, you can often score a critical hit. This means that the foe will die with just one cut. Not only does this mean you have to do less work, you will get more souls from the deal, and almost always score vitality.



Defending Defending is key to beating a lot of the foes that you will encounter on your journey.Your main defense is to press and hold L1. This will deflect about 80% of the enemy attacks in the game. The basic pattern is to allow an enemy to attack while you defend (L1), then counterattack as they drop their guard. In boss battles, the defense button is integral to winning. During L1 blocks, you will sometimes lock weapons with your foe.When this happens, it's time to button mash on the SQUARE. Doing this effectively will cause your foe to be thrown, causing damage to it as well as anything in its path. If you don't win the battle, you'll be the one cast to the ground. Either way, as soon as the lock ends, repress L1 to be sure to block a quick follow-up attack. The other thing you can do to avoid attacks is sidestep. Do this by holding R1 and pressing left or
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right. You don't want to do this against big enemies with far-reaching attacks, as they will still hit you. Even if you do dodge larger demons, they may still hurt you. As with critical attacks, there is a critical defense move. Just as a demon is about to hit you, press L1 to (hopefully) perform a rebound move, causing your enemy to be driven back. If you follow it up with a SQUARE slash, the enemy will immediately be killed. This only works on lesser enemies, and never, ever on big guys or bosses. In this game, the best defense is often a good offense. If you can charge into battle and lock an opponent into a combo move, you will eliminate the immediate possibility of a counterattack.



Exploring your environment Use the action button (X) to search every nook and cranny of this game. While a lot of the items you find are obvious, many are invisble or hidden (especially the invaluable Flourite). Constantly scanning the levels will yield a lot of goodies. In addition to normal searching, you'll want to swing your sword around and bash anything that may be hiding items. Crates and vases are common items that need smashin' in order to reveal what they're hiding. Slash wall hangings and posters to reveal items in niches behind. The more you explore, the more you'll get.



Using the Gauntlet Shortly after beginning the game, a Clan of Ogres grants you a magical weapon, a Gauntlet capable of absorbing the souls of fallen demons. As you kill enemies, you can steal their souls and lend power to your Orbs and blades (through enhancement at Magic Mirrors found throughout the game).



Absorbing Souls Hold the CIRCLE button to absorb the souls that emerge after defeating the demons. *Souls float away in time if you don't collect them. Try to get them quickly. *However, during the course of battle, you'll want to hold off on doing this. Whenever you absorb souls, you freeze in place to operate the gauntlet, leaving you open to attack. If you have one enemy left to beat, kill it before trying to snag the souls. If not, knock all of your enemies to the ground, then quickly suck the souls into the gauntlet before reentering the fray.
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Soul Types RED: Enhance the power of your Orbs and items. BLUE: Recover your magic power. YELLOW: Recover your vitality. * Certain enemies give up different souls. Long Arms rarely give up vitality, while Reynaldos often cough up life. Get to know who traditionally yields what in order to plan for when to take healing items, etc. * Bigger foes often give up more souls. Bosses drop huge amounts of soul power when slain. * Different colors of souls alight from fallen foes depending on how they were slain. If an enemy is dropped using a critical move, it will give up more souls, and almost always yield vitality.



Magic Attack Press the TRIANGLE button to attack with a Magic Spell while you have an Orb equipped to your gauntlet. * Magic attacks are very powerful and should not be wasted. Face lesser enemies with your regular sword, and use magic on the bigger, tougher foes. * Certain magic attacks make you immune to counterattack while you're doing them. For instance, as soon as you begin the Thunder Orb strike, you will be locked into the combo and no foe will be able to touch you. * Scattered throughout the game, you will find several magic wells that yield blue souls. They are traditionally found next to Magic Mirrors. If you know you are near one of these, it is okay to splurge with you magic and grab a bunch of souls, then return and juice up your gauntlet.



Enhancement Enhance your Orbs and items by the red souls you have absorbed.



How to Enhance Look into the Magic Mirror and choose "ENHANCE" to enter the Enhancement Screen. Hold the X button and your sword and Magic Spell will get injected with souls and be enhanced. One item will
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be enhanced every time you press the X button. * Always enhance Orbs first, then concentrate on weapons. Enhancing Orbs will grant you access to more doors earlier on. It will also cut down on the backtracking. * Enhance all of the Herbs you pick up into Medicines. They provide a much bigger boost than their lowly plant cousins. * It doesn't really pay to enhance Arrows into Fire Arrows unless you are a bow-maniac. Instead, use your souls to power-up Bullets, forming Burst Bullets. These will come in handy in the fourth boss fight.



Healing There are several healing items stashed throughout the game. Players of Resident Evil will recognize the perennial Herb, which recovers about half of your character's life. In addition to Herbs, you'll find several Medicines, which heal all of your character's vitality. Since you can enhance every Herb to a Medicine, there is little reason you should ever take an Herb.You can get most of the health you'll need to stay alive by feasting on yellow souls. Save the Medicines for boss battles and the Dark Realm, when you'll really need them.
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Soldier Demons The most plentiful creatures in the game, these demons are little more than walking skeletons. Each carries a katana blade, and can sting you if your guard is not up. Generally, though, these foes are rather slow, trudging around like they've lost their souls. Oh yeah, they have. Unless they bunch up around you, they aren't much of a threat. All of their attacks can be blocked with a simple L1 press. The best way to deal with them is to hold the R1 button and slash away. When they fall to the ground, stab them to end their meager lives. More advanced Soldiers may carry bows. These guys hang out on the rooftops and peck at you with arrows, and can be a serious health threat. Take them down with a bow of your own.



Three Eyes These speedy ninja demons jump from ceiling and the sky or leap at you from around corners. Each is outfitted with three glowing eyes and a single large blade attached to one arm. They spring around a lot, so can be tough to hit, but like the Soldiers, all of their attacks can be blocked. The best way to deal with them is to auto-aim (R1) and slash at whichever one is closest. If you encounter more than two, you may want to use Wind Orb magic to knock them down, then finish them off with your blade.



Dark Spiders A more advanced, genteel version of the Three Eyes, the Dark Spiders are more advanced ninja demons who sport black duds and have a flurry of weapons. They are just as quick as their Three Eye brethren and have three-pronged blades to slice at you with. In addition, they also have Kunai to throw at you when you're not looking. Sometimes, during the fight, the Spider will appear to split into two images. The double image appears a little lighter, almost transluscent. Focus on the solid Spider to take it down. Unless you are facing away from a Spider, you can block all of his attacks. If you have your back turned, however, the dark ninja will be able to get you with a throwing knife. The strategy for attacking the Spiders is the same technique you employ with the Three Eyes: hold the R1 button to always focus on the closest ninja, and hack at them until they fall. If there is only one, stab him when he's on the ground to make it a short fight.
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Long Arms These tall drinks of water can be a real pain, as they require lots of discipline to fight. If they get at you with their long sabres, they'll take a large hunk of life away. In addition, if you get too close, they will grab at you with their free hand and lift you off the ground in a chokehold. This hurts.You can't block it, so stay out of the reach of those mitts.You can get away by button-mashing, but only after a good portion of your health has been crushed away. Wait until they swing the sword, then charge in and hack, then fall back to a safe distance and wait for the next swing. This takes a while, but it will save your vitality for bigger fights. Often, it is wise just to run past these guys and seek out lowlier prey to pick on. It is definitely a bad idea to approach a Long Arm while Kaede.



Dark Armor Demons The growns-up brother of the Long Arm, the Dark Armor demon is black instead of red and carries a wooden shield. This means two things: they are damn hard to hit and (thankfully) they cannot grab you in their free hands while they are holding their shields.You can hack the shield up in the course of battle, leaving yourself open to the headlock attack. The strategy for these guys is similar to the Long Arms, except that you want to use lunging stabs almost exclusively to get at these guys. If you stab straight forward, you'll get under the shield. If you can knock one of these guys down, finish him off with a downward stab. Or, just waste some magic to finish the fight quickly.



Bazuu This spiny-backed demon is a pushover. He carriers a short blade, but is not quick with it. You can block almost everything he throws your way. The Bazuu appear out of thin air (you'll see wispy blue magic) in otherwise abandoned areas. If they are a good distance away, they will use the deadliest of their attacks--the tuck and roll. The spines on their back make for powerful weapons that can really sting if you're not ready. Luckily the rolling attacks can be blocked as well. Overall, these characters can easily be dispatched with the hold R1, slash with SQUARE attack you love so well.
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Barabazuu Supposedly the cousin of the Bazuu, this brutish knave comes strapped with an enormous axe. Lukcily, he's pretty slow at swinging it around, so you can easily avoid it. However, you'll want to end this fight quickly, because the more the giant axe swings through the air, the more chance you have of being made into puppy chow.You can block the axe attacks, but they'll knock you back. Instead, bait the Barabazuu to swing, then move in and hack. Early in the game, these are the roughest monsters you'll run across. There's no shame in using magic to waste them. None at all.



Gyaran Often found in the keep courtyard in tandem with the Bazuu, the Gyaran is nothing more than a ball of skulls. It is barely dangerous in and of itself, but can be annoying. Its main mission in life (or death, as the case may be) is to absorb souls that are not quickly sucked up by your gauntlet. If you get too close to these guys, they will latch on to your arm and begin sucking away magic energy, or vitality if your magic has been used up. They are not aggressive, however, so if you avoid them, this attack will not come into play. The Gyaran are extremely weak, but float above you head, so are tough to get with a sword. A couple Arrows or Bullets will take them down usually. If you need to attack with a sword use the Up + SQUARE combo to get at them the most effectively. Gyaran will take off with whatever souls they've collected if you leave them too long. They almost never appear alone, so hurry to kill your other opponents, then take down the skull balls, or you'll get robbed of souls.



Oowassha Much like the Barabazuu, this oafish creature carries an axe and will attempt to cleave you in two at every opportunity. He can be distinguished from the Barabazuu by the bulls' horns on his head. His actions are very similar, however, and the same strategies apply. If you have magic when you run across an Oowassha, it pays to use it on him. Knock him down with the Thunder Orb, then stab him through the heart when he's on the ground.
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Reynaldos These slimy beasts are the surgical experiments of the demon matsermind Guildenstern. Their arms are tentacles and they have bone mandibles installed on their chests. They will attack whip-style with their crazy appendages, or shoot the squirrely feelers into the ground to track after hapless victims. If you see a steam trail heading your way, you know a tentacle is on its way, attempting to wrap up your leg and make you a sitting target for the rest of the beasties. If the tentacles grab you, the Reynaldo will pull you close to its body and attack with the chomping bone mandibles, a severely damaging attack. However, the worst feature of the Reynaldo is that if you slice one down the middle, it will split into two more creatures. To avoid this, stab at them, and when they fall on the ground, use the downward kill stab to put them down. If you keep your blade moving the Reynaldo is not much of a threat. Simply lock on with the R1 and slash until the monster falls.



Sharks Found exclusively in the East Area, these giant bugs are under the influence of the wasp goddess Hecuba. They scuttle around on six legs and attack with large, sharpened forearms. They like to bunch up and attack as a group, which can get hairy. As Samanosuke, use the Enryuu sword (no magic), as it is heavy and causes the most damage. Sweeping attacks with this weapon will knock a Shark off its pods, making it easy to stab and kill. When playing as Kaede, try to separate and attack them one at a time. Once you knock them down, run past to safety.



Volchiman The Volchiman is the toughest enemy in the game to defend against, mostly because it isn't always visible. It will pop up to attack, then disappear. Track where it is in the room by following the little trail of steam that etches itself on the floor. Then, be prepared. When it materializes again, the Volchiman is prone to attacking with a huge sweeping blade attack. Whenever the demon is visible, it will either attack with a quick double swipe of the sword, or haul out the razor boomerang and go to town. For this reason, you are never safe, even at long distance, unless you are in your blocking stance (L1). Since you can block absolutely everything this guy tosses at you, make sure you ride the L1 button whenever the baddie is invisible. Follow his progress on the ground and move near where he is going to pop from the ground. Be sure you keep your block until he pops out of the ground, as he likes to surprise attack. Then, before he launches another attack, hit him a couple times, then block.
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Boss Battle #1: Osric This big, brutish beast carries an enormous mace, which can crush you good. The advantage you have over this oaf is speed... and a thunder sword! This guy has three main attacks. He will swipe back and forth at you with his mace, swing the mace down on top of you, or lower his head and charge at you. By far, the horizontal mace swiping is the most common of these attacks. When he does this, press and hold L1 to block these attacks. Then press R1 and let him have it with your magic attack. Do this twice in succession to severely injure the boss right off the bat. His attacks are slow, but leave a big mark if he hits you. The worst one is the downward mace strike. If he connects with this, expect 3/4 of your vitality to disappear. The downward strike will also put you on the tarmac, making you susceptible to a little skull-crushing mace mash. You cannot block a downward hit, so you'll have to avoid it. Simply dodging with the R1 button will not preserve all of your life, as you'll absorb some collateral damage from the swing. The best strategy is simply to back up to avoid the swing. Then, when the heavy club falls, you can charge in and attack. Don't get greedy, though. When the big guy rears up, it's time to get out of his way. The charge will occur when the demon is sick of playing ring-around-the-rosy. He'll lower his head and try to crush you against the cave wall. This, too will knock you down, leaving you susceptible to ground attack. When you see him charge, run the other way. Then dart in and attack as he's uncurling. If you're patient and don't attack when he's attacking you, you can win this fight without much damage. However, if you do get nicked, remember you have two Herbs and a couple of Medicines at this point. Use them when you need to. Also remember to collect the souls and other power-ups that float out of him during the fight. If you can snag some yellow souls, that will help your chances considerably.



Boss Battle #2: Marcellus 1 The nexst boss battle takes place atop the roof of the keep, and your opponent is a giant, mystical samurai with a shield and scimitar made of Orb energy. Like the previous boss, he will mostly slash horizontally at you with his sword. Once in awhile, he will slash down at you, and this attack will knock you off your feet. Again, like the first boss, once you are on the ground, you are open to even more vicious attacks. In addition to these sword swipes, this samurai can summon the power of the wind to attack. He will telegraph this move by rearing back as if to spin, so when he does that, step back out of the way.
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The key to beating this guy is blocking. Since he carries a shield, your initial attacks will often fall on fallow ground, unless you wait for him to make a move and then counter. The basic pattern is block, wait for him to lunge, then attack with your special weapon as he's extended. Repeat this until you have no magic left. Remember: each time you successfully hit him, he will cough up more souls. Retreat to a safe part of the roof to collect them, then reenter the fray. After you hit him full-on with a couple of magic attacks, he will become a bit more sluggish and open to attack. That doesn't mean he isn't still deadly. He will begin to rely more and more on his tornado attack, so be prepared to get out of the way. Just lay on the L1 button and get in there to finish him off. If you get injured, use one of the Medicines you've made. Remember to keep an eye on your magic gauge. As the fight goes on, you may collect enough souls to use another attack. Otherwise, just rely on the quickness of your blade to finish him. When the big boy drops, grab the green Wind Orb from the side of the roof, and absorb the extra souls he lets out at the end of the battle.



Boss Battle #3: Stylado Remember the guy that looked a lot like you who came and decked Kaede? Well, guess who's back? Yeah, that's right. You. The evil you. Freud would have a field day with this battle. So would Lucas. It's time for all that self-loathing to finally pay off. So, go fight yourself. This battle is easier than you might expect... probably because you know yourself so well.



Unlike other bosses, the evil you does not have an attack that you can't defend. His overall fighting style is the same as yours, with one exception--he can shoot blasts of energy at you from afar. If you aren't blocking when one of these energy blasts hits you, it can do serious damage, but why would you have your finger off of the L1 button? Besides, if you deflect an energy blast, all kinds of magic power will disperse in the air, and you can suck it up. The pattern to fighting yourself is block, block, block, block, block. Then, when your counterpart rears up to let a blast of energy go (you'll see his arms glow), step in and lay down a magic carpet ride of your own. After he has sampled all three flavors of your magical sword, he will be significantly weakened. Just don't waste your power. If he is blocking during your magic attacks, they will not do as much damage, so be sure to only attack when he gets ready to let a blast go. After you've depleted your magic attacks. Follow him around and block, so whenever he starts to
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shoot magic, you can slice at him. You should have plenty of healing items by now, so if you get injured, living through the battle won't be an issue. When you finally strike the mortal blow, the red magic guarding the exit of the cave will disappear.



Boss Battle #4: Hecuba The battle with Hecuba is interesting, because she remains airborne most of the time, far from the reach of your magic swords. Her main attack is to summon giant insects to attack you, however, once in a while, she will swoop down herself and slash at you with her sword-like arms. The battle can be made short by your old friend the Matchlock. If you haven't used it to this point, it will have adequate ammo to take the flying bitch down. When the fight begins, clear the insects out with your sword, then equip the Matchlock with Burst Bullets and pump all of those into her. At this point, most of the insects will have returned. Clear them out again and equip your Matchlock with regular Bullets, pumping them into her as fast as you can reload. If she floats down near you, equip a magic sword and let her have it. Otherwise, just keep repeating this pattern: clear out the bugs, shoot her with the Matchlock, swipe at her with you sword when she gets close. She'll be crippled in no time, ending the fight.



Boss Battle #5: Marcellus 2 Marcellus comes strapped with a huge scimitar and another shield, and will attack with these in a similar way.You can block most of his attacks, except for the downward strikes. In the first portion of the fight, you should do what you always do: block, wait for the monster to attack, then unload each and every magic spell you possess into him. After you lay down a heavy barrage of magic, Marcellus will morph into a much faster being. He will also drop the shield and sword in favor of a pair of sharpened sword arms. Ooh, scary! Well, they would be, if you couldn't block each and every attack with a simple L1 press. Once you've depleted all of your magic, this fight becomes a lot like the one vs. yourself in the swamp. The only difference here is that Marcellus is much faster than your double. Still, the pattern is the same. Block, slash at him once, then block again. It's slow going, but you won't take much punishment this way. If you can trap the mongrel in a corner, it's even better. The best sword to use is the Enryuu, as it is the heaviest and does the most damage. A handful of swings of this puppy and Marcellus will be
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banished to hell forever.



Final Boss Battle: Fortinbras As you might expect, the encounter with Fortinbras is the toughest in the game. Sure, he's a stationary target, but he's got a whole slew of weapons designed to keep you at bay. Using the Bishamon Sword will bolster your attack, but this can still be a rough battle. Lots of Medicines will help. So will an intimate knowledge of what he's going to throw at you. Good Touch/Bad Touch With this guy, the only good touch is no touch at all. Since you'll have to get up close and personal with Forty, you'll want to dodge his giant hands as they poke and stab at you. If the uberdemon reaches you with this press-on attack, you'll be suffering to the tune of 50% of your life bar. This is easily blocked with the L1 button, or dodged with the R1/left-right combo. Watch out, though. He likes to throw two hand attacks back to back. If you block the hand stab, watch out for a scooping hand attack, explained below. The Scoop and Spit Also known as the sweeping hand. Also known as instant death. Just to prove you're a gnat, if you get too close, the ultimate demon will swipe you up in one hand. If you don't break free in time, he will hose you down with a blast of fire straight from his gizzard. This is to be avoided at all costs, as it will end you. This attack can be blocked (L1), but if you get caught it is tough to break free.Your best bet is to button mash until the big brute drops you (usually one second before the fire attack). The scoop attack often comes right after the hand stab, and vice versa, so stay alert when you are in close. Laser Eyes Whenever you're out of reach of Mr. Grabby Hands, he will attack you in one of three ways. Firstly, he will shoot tracking lasers from his eyes that sweep across the floor, right at Samanosuke's feet. To avoid this attack, move the opposite way the laser is tracking on the floor. Watch out: these attacks come in threes. If you get hit by one, you will lose about 25% of a health bar, so stay nimble. Demon Halitosis The second long distance attack, fire breath is this demon's best friend. Like laser eyes, if you are out of reach of his meathooks, Fortinbras will use the old flamethrower breath on you. Like the laser attack, the fire will sweep back and forth across the floor.You can dodge it by running away from the
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flow, or by running all the way to the back of the chamber and facing away from the heat. If you catch fire, the flames will continue to do damage even after the demon stops breathing, so avoid this attack! If you stand in the stream for more than a second, you can kiss your vitality goodbye. Great Balls of Fire The worst of all three long distance attacks, the magenta laser balls are the hardest to avoid, as they cover the most area. When Fortinbras prepares for this attack, he holds his open palms at his sides, zen-style.Yeah, he's about to enlighten your ass. When he puts his hands by his sides like this, it's time to get into the center of the arena. The laser balls will launch into the air and make little pink shadows on the ground. They come in either clusters or lines, and your job is to avoid the pink shadows, or get lambasted. Don't get too close to Fortinbras during this barrage, though, as he can still swipe and stab at you between laser ball attacks. Okay, so now you know what he's packing. The majority of the fight you will spend running around avoiding attacks. However, each time the big snake lets a round of attacks go, you should charge in immediately and start hacking with the Bishamon Sword (TRIANGLE attack works best). If you ding him good, he'll slump over and you can attack his head, which causes a good deal more damage than raging against his scaly skin. Don't linger too long. When Fortinbras gets back up out of the slump, it's time to run for your life again. Trying to do too much at once will almost definitely result in your demise. If you don't have the Bishamon Sword, use your magic weapon attacks until they are all gone. The Raizan and Enryuu are especially effective. As with the Bishamon Sword, don't press your luck. When he gets up after your attack, prepare to turtle and avoid. After your magic is drained, retreat to the back of the arena and pump the snake with a bunch of fire arrows or Matchlock ammo. Then, get inside and hack at him with the naked blade. The Enryuu does the most damage per swing, so it's a good bet to finish. Fighting the demon without the Bishamon is a tough proposition, so be sure to heal whenever your vitality is threatened. In either case, it helps quite a bit to have the Talisman in your inventory (found in the Dark Realm), as it will revive you when you fall in battle. Four Medicines or above will help considerably as well.
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Nanamagari The story begins in the once peaceful hamlet of Nanamagari, a land that has, of late, seen its share of evil. You are Samanosuke, a swordsman travelling the land in search of worthy opponents. When the game opens, you will receive a letter from Princess Yuki, calling you to action. Weird things have been happening at Ibayama Castle. With your trusted friend Kaede, you begin to explore the countryside.You don't start with much, but never fear.. soon you will have a good deal of power. When you get control of Samanosuke, walk forward, up the narrow path in front of you. Here, a short cut scene will play. A pair of demons have kidnapped Princess Yuki. When you gain control of your character, give them the best fight you can muster. Remember to use your R1 button to autoselect the target nearest your sword. (For other fighting tips, check out the Basics section of this guide). Then hack and slash with that blade until you scare them away. In another cut scene, Samanosuke will rush to Yuki's side. After the two bond, Osric will show up and bust up the party, knocking you down with his massive club and hauling Yuki off to his bachelor pad. After the crushing blow, Samanosuke will faint, waking up in an astral plane. Here, he will encounter the clan of Ogres, who share details about the demons and get him started on his quest to avenge their subversion. They give him the only weapon po villager who runs out of the room and shuts the door behind you, trapping you inside with a throng of demons who have just burst through the door. After you waste the demons, step to the door that was shut on you and press X to trigger a cut scene. Several more villagers are gathered outside. All of them are concerned about the monsters ravaging the land. When they are done whining, leave them, exiting left past the man slumping on the fence. Follow the path through the forest to the mouth of a cave. Here, you will be attacked by a pair of Three Eyes. These guys are squirrely, but can be silenced with some adept fighting. As before, always clinch that R1 button. With these guys, it is also a good idea to get used to blocking (L1). Block an attack, then dish out some pain. When a demon falls, use SQUARE + right on the Dpad or analog stick to stab them dead. When these two muchachos go down, grab the Herb at the craggy opening, then move into the cave. As you do this, some rocks wil fall down, opening a hole in the floor. Go down the hole to get to the Under Temple area.
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Under Temple You're in a subterranean cave. It's damp and dark and full of bats. Move forward on the path as you reach a room etched in the stone, you will be set upon by a pair of ninja demons. Dispatch them and head forward. There is a huge staircase leading up to the temple. Open the box next to the stairs to get the Under Temple Map. As you reach the stairs, another demon will leap from the doorway above. Kill him, then plod up to the temple.



At the entrance to the Temple, you will come across the body of a mummified monk. At his feet is a green scroll. It is Sougen's note. When you take it, the monk will slide aside, revealing a door. Head on through. There are demons lurking on both sides of the hall, so stay sharp. Once they fall, follow the hall right. Stashed behind a pair of small, brown doors is the first volume of the Seiryu. Search the other little opened doors to find a Flourite (it's in the last little cabinet near the hallway bend). When you have it, follow the path past the door you first entered all the way around to the opposite side. Here, you'll find a door. Enter. Enter a room lined with large, clay jars. Destroying the jars will reveal a red box which contains Journal #1. Bonechilling stuff. When you've got the file, head to the end of the room to get the blue glowing Thunder Orb. This orb (called Shiden) can be outfitted to you gauntlet to give you a magical blade (the Raizan) and the power to magically add thunder and lightning to your sword attacks.



When you have collected the Orb, exit the room to the left of the Orb altar. There is a small hallway here that leads to a set of stairs. Just before you reach the stairs, you'll notice a treasure box to the right. It has a number lock on it. On each corner of the puzzle is a number. Rotate the left piece once, the right piece once, then the left piece again to unlock it. Inside, you'll find the Rope Ladder. Grab it and head up the stairs.You're now in the South Area.
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South Area As you exit the underground, you will notice a red object just to the right. It is a box. Reach inside to discover the Magic Jewel. Upon finding it, immediately use it to boost your Magic bar to a higher level. This will allow you to hold more weapon magic and make multiple magic attacks possible. Climb the path to another gate. Before you reach it, you will notice a Magic Mirror and a treasure box to your left. The box is locked with a code that can be deciphered only by collecting all of the Seiryu files. Or, you can just use this guide to know that the code goes like this: The box is locked with a code that can be deciphered only by collecting all of the Seiryu files. Or, you can just use this guide to know that the code goes like this: Inside, you'll find a Power Jewel. Use it immediately to boost your vitality. Save if you'd like, then proceed to the door. It has been sealed with magic, but luckily you have the magic to open it, contained within your Thunder Orb. Step to the door and head through. On the following bridge, you will encounter a group of Bazuu that materialize out of thin air. These guys are rather slow, but they can do a lot of damage if you don't drop them quickly. Watch out for their speacial attack as well. If you neglect to engage one of these bad boys, he will scrunch into a ball and roll at you, inflicting serious harm if you don't block. If you stay on the bridge, they will keep materializing. You can stay and gain souls if you aren't having problems beating them, or you can move through the door on the other side of the bridge. Either way, grab the South Area Map in the treasure box near the door before you go any further. You find yourself in the courtyard of the Keep. The door immediately to your right is closed tightly. Don't worry.You'll be back. The path here squares around the center, and you can take either way to get to the Keep doors. In your path you'll encounter several of the spiny rolling demons. Waste them and proceed to the Keep door. When you get there, you'll notice the gate is protected by magic you do not yet have. Looks like you're going to have to battle past that Barabazuu guarding the door to the left. He's got a nasty axe, but it can be blocked with the L1 button. This porcine beast is best taken down with your newly
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magic-fied sword. R1 his butt, then lay on the TRIANGLE to serve him pain like he's never seen. When he falls, stab him on the ground (right + SQUARE) and collect his soul. Then head through the green door he's supposed to be guarding. On the other side, there are a batch of pansy demons waiting to be hacked up. Help the villager do so, then grab the Herb he leaves as he falls to his knees. The door behind this guy is locked and marked with red ink, so entry is barred for now. Remember that Rope Ladder? Looks like you'll have to use it near the craggy opening in the wall to get to the area below. When you reach the bottom, head into the open door in the rock face.You will see a set of large, detailed doors ahead. As you move forward, you'll also see a Magic Mirror and a treasure box, locked with another code. You may want to enhance one of those Herbs to a medicine at the Mirror, or add souls to your weapon to level it up. Otherwise, this is a good place to save. Once you've done that, move to the other end of the hall. Here, you'll notice a door guarded by red magic. Near the door is a wooden crate. Destroy it to find a treasure box containing a Medicine. Once you grab it, head back to the Magic Mirror and go through the door here. Remember the huge, ugly demon who kidnapped Yuki at the beginning of the game? It's time to put that big, rotten beast in his grave. Boss Fight #1: Osric This big, brutish beast carries an enormous mace, which can crush you good. The advantage you have over this oaf is speed... and a thunder sword! This guy has three main attacks. He will swipe back and forth at you with his mace, swing the mace down on top of you, or lower his head and charge at you. By far, the horizontal mace swiping is the most common of these attacks. When he does this, press and hold L1 to block these attacks. Then press R1 and let him have it with your magic attack. Do this twice in succession to severely injure the boss right off the bat. Osric's attacks are slow, but leave a big mark if he hits you. The worst one is the downward mace strike. If he connects with this, expect 3/4 of your vitality to disappear. The downward strike will also put you on the tarmac, making you susceptible to a little skull-crushing mace mash. You cannot block a downward hit, so you'll have to avoid it. Simply dodging with the R1 button will not preserve all of your life, as you'll absorb some collateral damage from the swing. The best strategy is simply to back up to avoid the swing. Then, when the heavy club falls, you can charge in and attack. Don't get
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greedy, though. When the big guy rears up, it's time to get out of his way. The charge will occur when the demon is sick of playing ring-around-the-rosy. He'll lower his head and try to crush you against the cave wall. This, too will knock you down, leaving you susceptible to ground attack. When you see him charge, run the other way. Then dart in and attack as he's uncurling. If you're patient and don't attack when he's attacking you, you can win this fight without much damage. However, if you do get nicked, remember you have two Herbs and a couple of Medicines at this point. Use them when you need to. Also remember to collect the souls and other power-ups that float out of him during the fight. If you can snag some yellow souls, that will help your chances considerably. When the boss falls, collect the large bolus of souls that he barfs up. Then head to the room in the back corner of the cave. Here, you'll find Journal #2 in the treasure box. Then move through the heavy iron door. In the next room, bust up the large urns and search the floor to find another Flourite. Then follow the room around the corner and continue on the path until you reach a hallway bathed in blue light. You will see several skeletons shackled on the wall here. Proceed ahead to the door and move through. This will trigger a cut scene where you meet a demonic mad scientist Guildenstern. He is the one who revived Nobunaga. He is also responsible for many of the patchwork demons you will meet in the rest of your quest. He is operating on a new creation as you arrive... a tentacled monstrosity that he calls Reynaldo. As the cut scene ends, he cackles and disappears and you are left to fight the slimy demon. The fight between you and Reynaldo can end extremely quickly if you strike first. If you don't, you'll fall prey to his many attacks. He can whip at you with his feelers, draw you into his body and attack with his chomping bone mandibles, or, if you get too far away, send a tentacle through the earth itself to grab you, squeeze you and hold your body in place. A nasty beast, indeed. In addition to its attacks, if you slash it in two, it will regenerate into two separate monsters. So it behooves you to waste the monster quickly. When the cut scene ends, run to the tentacled foe and press R1. Slash mercilessly at it until it falls. When it does, use the ground stab (right + SQUARE) to end it quickly. When the demon has dropped, go to the left of the altar and collect the red Fire Orb. Now you will be able to open red doors and use the mgic of fire with your weapon. Leave this room and head back to the room where the boss fight occured. On your way, you'll encounter a group of Bazuu. Slay them and continue. When you arrive in the boss room, you will find it full of Gyaran, which are basi-
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cally floating balls of cemented skulls which absorb floating spirits. They hover just above you, but you can still attack them with your sword. Don't let them get too close, though, as they will latch on to your gauntlet and suck souls from it. When you kill the last one, be sure to grab all of the soul power it has been hoarding. Then exit through the red door, diffusing the magic that previously guarded it. Now you're back in the Magic Mirror hallway in the drained moat. Go to the Magic Mirror.You now probably have enough souls to enhance the Raizan sword now, and that's a good thing to do. It is also not a bad idea to save at this point. When you exit the cave, you'll be attacked by three ninja demons. Kill them, then head back up the rope ladder. At the top, move to the door guarded by the axeman. Show him your new sword, then proceed to the courtyard. Several Bazuu and Gyaran will spring up here. If you can manage it, this is a good place to pick up a lot of experience.You'll need to level up some of your Orbs soon, so now is a good time to collect souls. When there is nothing left to kill, open the Keep door using your red Orb.



Keep As you step into the keep, you will notice that it has been considerably damaged by the demons.You will also have your first encounter with a Long Arm demon. These tall, ugly bastards have long reach and a serious thirst for human blood. Each carries a wicked sabre and will slash at you with it from great distance. When approaching these creatures, it is always good to block. The force of their blows may cause you to take a step back, but you won't be missing a hunk of flesh. The pattern with this guys is block, attack, block. If you have a plentituide of magic, you may just want to use that and be done with it. The other thing these Long Arms can do is lift you off of the floor and choke you if you get too close. If this happens, the brute will take about half of a life bar away. Pound on the X button to be released from his grip. There is also a peasant demon here, but compared to what you've been facing lately, he's a piece of cake. This main room of the keep has four doors: the one you just came from, tow on the left wall and a set of double doors in front of you. The second door on the left contains a Magic Mirror. In a treasure box in this room, you will also find the Keep Map. If you move to the back of this room, a small, elderly man in a coccoon will pop from the ceiling and stare at you. Take note of this. This crazy man is your key to finding the Dark Realm later in the game, and this Mirror room is a portal to this realm.
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Since you are not yet enough of a warrior to travel there, the man will leave you alone for now. Another great feature of this room is the magic spout that will recharge all of your Orb weapons. Use the gauntlet (CIRCLE) to inhale magic. You can enhance your Kouen here (recommended), or upgrade an Herb to a medicine if you want. Save if you want, then exit the room and move through the large set of double doors in the main room. Here, you will see an old man trying to capture a little boy. After the boy runs off, Samanosuke questions the man, Tokichiro, who reveals his identity and generally behaves in a creepy manner.You'll be seeing more of this cat later. In this room, you'll find a treasure box with Normal Arrows inside. Grab them then more through the small wooden door here. Pad down the hallway and enter the room near the collapsed weapons rack. In a treasure box here you'll find Journal #3. Head back to the previous room, which is now stocked with several demons, ninja and regular. Kill them, then go through the red magic door at the end of the room. The next room is even more trashed than the one you just left. There are a pair of Three Eyes to slay here before moving to the next chamber. Follow the hallway around to a weird, evil-looking door. There is a weird pit in it. You know what to look for. Leave the door and head forward for another cut scene.Your pal Kaede has caught up with the kid, whose name is Yumemaru. After a little Q & A, the kid runs off, and Kaede follows him. Move to the end of the hall and exit through the wooden door here. The narrow hallway is packed with demons, including a speedy ninja. Waste them all and move toward the stairs. Under the staircase is a small wooden door. Go inside. At the far end of this room, you'll find the Suzaka. In the middle of the room is a trick treasure box. Turn it left once, right once, left again and right twice. Inside, you'll find the Bow. Exit the room and move to the bottom of the staircase. In the corner here is a treasure box. Open it to find an Herb. Directly above the box is a small cupboard. Search it to find another Flourite. Now head up the stairs here, then scoot through the small door at the top. In this small room, you'll notice a wooden bucket hanging over a hole in the floor. Search the bucket to find a Power Jewel. Use it immediately to grow your vitality meter. Then slash the rope to send the bucket crashing into the room below. Exit the room and run past the stairs. Here you will run into a Long Arm and a pair of Three Eyes. Not a bad time to use the magic sword, I'd say. When they go down, use you Fire Orb to open the
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double red magic door. If it isn't levelled up, just go to the Magic Mirror in the main Keep room to do so. Not enough souls? Go slay some stuff in the courtyard until you have enough. Then upgrade to the Kouen and return to the upstairs door. Behind the double red door, you'll find a bunch of stuff. At the end of the table is a Red Book. Open the treasure box here to find the Right Crest Piece. Now exit the room and move through the double wooden doors to get to the walkway that overlooks the main Keep room. Run around the catwalk to the red magic door and open it with the Fire Orb. You find yourself in a loft crawling with vermin. Several demons are crawling up through holes in the floor and a Long Arm is camped out at the far end of the room. Kill him first, then take down the lesser demons. Then head through the wooden door at the far end of the room. In the next area, you will see a large wooden crate. Destroy it and search the red box to find more Arrows. Just past this box in the corner under the stairs is another Flourite. When you have it, mount the stairs to another Magic Mirror room. In the corner of the room you will find a box containing more Arrows. Next to it is the Byakko. Now move to the Magic Mirror. Enhance your sword here, then save if you need to. Then move through the double red magic door. The next room hallway holds a puzzle.You will meet up with Kaede and she will explain some things about Tokichiro and Yumemaru. As their conversation is ending, large gates crash down around them, fencing the two in. Pull the lever in the cage to open the first gate. This will give you control over Kaede. Move her down the hall to the next lever. Pull the one to the right to release Samanosuke. Have him pull the left lever, then take control of Kaede again. Run to the next series of three and pull the one furthest to the left. Then have Samanosuke pull the left lever in his area. Then run to the door and exit this crazy hall. The next room is dark but has several candles in it. Equip your Fire Orb and suck some magic out of the well here (if needed).Then use your magic to light the candles in the room, making the room bright enough to see the next door. Suck up some more magic and move on. The next room has a puzzleon the floor. Its pattern is randomized each time you play, so we can't give you the exact steps to take in the room. While most of the floor is plain wood, some of the tiles have X's and some have crosses on them. When you step on one of these special tiles, your player will be trapped in a wall of spikes, and several wooden tiles will temporarily open in the floor, causing whoever is on those tiles to fall to their death. Luckily, there is a way to predict what will happen when you step on any given tile. Basically, if you step on a cross tile, all of the tiles in a line in front of you and to both sides will fall out, leaving
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spikes (in the form of a cross, with you at the center). If you step on an X tile, the floor will open in an X pattern with you at the center. So you'll have to weave your way through the room using both Samanosuke and Kaede, sure not to step on any tiles that will male your comrade fall to their death. This is easier than it sounds. When one of the players reaches the O tile, the whole floor will change to regular tiles. Step through the door.



As you do, another trap locks Samanosuke in a chamber, which begins to fill with water. Kaede is left outside and must find a way to get Samanosuke out of his trap.To do this, move to the little cubby in the wall above the grate. In this puzzle, you'll have to manipulate the pieces to match up the plates with the design on the wood. 1. Begin by moving the horizontal block on the bottom left all the way to the right. 2. Now move the left crest piece and its vertical counterpart down. 3. Move the two small, square blocks as far to the left as possible. 4. Continue by moving the horizontal block in the bottom center up. 5. Then move the horizontal piece in the bottom right corner under the horizontal piece you just moved. 6. Move the right crest piece and its attending vertical piece down into the right corner. 7. Move the center horizontal block right, into the space you just created. 8. Move the other horizontal block up one space, then slide the left crest piece and the vertical piece to its right all the way to the center. 9. Move the two small sqaure pieces and the horizontal piece above them all the way down into the left corner. 10. Now slide all of the horizontal pieces in the top two rows to stack up on the left side of the puzzle.
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11. Move the vertical pieces up and out of the bottom row, then slide the right crest piece over to complete the puzzle. When the puzzle is solved, the water will lower and Samanosuke will be saved. Move through the room to another door and head through. Move around the room until you find a silk pull tab. Pull it to release all of the traps you just came through and drop a staircase from the ceiling. Before heading up the stairs, run back through the trap rooms. In the room with the falling spike fences is a treasure chest. Open it to find the Holy Armor. Put the armor on by going to the Equip menu, selecting Armor and moving to Holy Armor on this menu. Nice duds! You may want to run back one room and save before returning to the stairs. Climb the ladder to and move around the corner to find a door with a special lock on it. Remember that Right Crest piece you picked up? Place it on the door here and set the crest of the Saito clan. You still need another piece, though. Go down the ladder in the corner here. Although you can reach a lower level with the ladder, don't do it right now. Move around the corner and down the hall and take the ladder there down. Right of the ladder is a treasure box. Open it to grab the Power Jewel. Use it. Then go down the other way and you will come to a latched door. Unlatch it and go in. You've found the trick entrance to a room you've already been in. Move back up the ladder and head back across the hall to the other ladder and take it down. In the red treasure box in this room, you'll find the Left Crest Piece. Grab it, then step to the hanging paper on the wall. Slice it with your sword to get Journal #4.Then climb the ladder again. Go up once more and return to the Crest door. Insert the other Saito clan Crest to unlock the door. Enter the room to see Yumemaru in the arms of a Three Eye. Look who else is here... Tokichiro. He entices Samanosuke to join his cause, gives some grisly details about the Dark Ceremony, then disappears into the night. Move into the next room and pick up the blue book, Volume 2 of the Seiryu. In the box across from the Seiryu is another Flourite. When you grab it, move through the next door. Grab the red Suzaku on the floor. As you step forward into the room, a Three Eye bursts through the screen and attacks. Drop him, then move around the staircase in the next room and open the treasure box there. It contains more Arrows. Now scale the staircase. As you step through the door to the high walkway above, you will hear the screams of Yumemaru. Battle the ninjas here, then go through the double doors in the central building.
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Grab the Medicine in the corner of the room and Volume 3 of the Seiryu in the opposite corner. Another volume of the Seiryu is on the small dais. Grab it, then slash the screen to the left. There is a small statue here that glows with the same power as your gauntlet. Use the CIRCLE to suck up its energy. Slash the right screen to open a passage. There is a Magic Mirror here. Enhance one of your weapons, then save. Climb the ladder to the next boss battle. Boss Battle #2: Marcellus 1 The next boss battle takes place atop the roof of the keep, and your opponent is a giant, mystical samurai with a shield and scimitar made of Orb energy. Like the previous boss, he will mostly slash horizontally at you with his sword. Once in awhile, he will slash down at you, and this attack will knock you off your feet. Again, like the first boss, once you are on the ground, you are open to even more vicious attacks. In addition to these sword swipes, this samurai can summon the power of the wind to attack. He will telegraph this move by rearing back as if to spin, so when he does that, step back out of the way. The key to beating this guy is blocking. Since he carries a shield, your initial attacks will often fall on fallow ground, unless you wait for him to make a move and then counter. The basic pattern is block, wait for him to lunge, then attack with your special weapon as he's extended. Repeat this until you have no magic left. Remember: each time you successfully hit him, he will cough up more souls. Retreat to a safe part of the roof to collect them, then reenter the fray. After you hit him full-on with a couple of magic attacks, he will become a bit more sluggish and open to attack. That doesn't mean he isn't still deadly. He will begin to rely more and more on his tornado attack, so be prepared to get out of the way. Just lay on the L1 button and get in there to finish him off. If you get injured, use one of the Medicines you've made. Remember to keep an eye on your magic gauge. As the fight goes on, you may collect enough souls to use another attack. Otherwise, just rely on the quickness of your blade to finish him. When the big boy drops, grab the green Wind Orb from the side of the roof, and absorb the extra souls he lets out at the end of the battle. Return down the ladder on the other side of the roof. Use the Magic Mirror in the hall to enhance and save. Then exit and move around to the green magic door on the walkway. Use your Wind Orb to dissipate the magic and step through to find the boy Yumemaru. After transferring the kid to a safe room, you find out some stunning things about the boy's relationship to Princess Yuki. Samanosuke tells the boy about his travels to foreign lands, but is interrupted by Nui, a servant of Yuki, who tells
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you that the princess is underground. Before you go running off to locate her, go all the way back to the green magic door you found Yumemaru behind. In this room, you'll get Burst Bullets in the red box. This doesn't seem like much for all of that back-tracking, but the Bullets will come in handy in the fourth Boss Battle, once you have the Matchlock. Now make your way back to the main room of the Keep. Head into the Magic Mirror room if you need to, otherwise, move to the other door on that same wall. Make your way down the hallway here, hacking up the Bazuu you encounter. Then pull out your Raizan sword and move to the double blue magic door. Undo the magic and step through. In this room, you'll find several urns, all of which contain Three Eyes which will spring at you. Lay them low, then move to the other end of the room and go through the wooden door here. Just right of the door, you'll find the Blue Book. The room houses an altar with three Orbs as it lock. Now that you have all three Orbs, it will be easy to pass. Outfit one Orb, then press X at the altar to move a piece away, then select each of your other weapons and press X to open it fully. The tentacles below will raise, allowing you to enter the Keep Underground.



Keep Underground You find yourself in a dungy, swampy cellar of the castle. If you head all the way forward from your position at the bottom of the stairs, you will see a door blocked by spirits. Looks like you'll need something to get by them. Scoot around the murky pool, following the path past a gory mess to a single iron door. In the next room, a library, you'll find an Herb in a treasure box and a Magic Mirror. Enhance that Herb, and definitely enhance your Arashi. If you don't have enough souls, find some monsters to kill and collect their souls to get enough. Do whatever it takes to enhance that Arashi. Save if you need to. At the end of the room, a group of sticky tentacles are blocking your path. Hack through them and collect the souls they release. In the next room, you'll run into a Reynaldo tentacle monster, a staple of this dungeon environment. Hack him up, killing his cloned parts, then grab the Green Book, Orange Book and another Byakko from the shelves here. Then head through the detailed door here. In the next narrow hallway, you'll
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be attacked by more Reynaldos. They can send their tentacles around the corner, so be on the lookut for steam rising from the floor. That's how you determine their position. Once you've wasted the tentacled beasts, head through the double iron doors in the first leg of the hallway. It looks like a slaughterhouse. Head behind the hanging meat to find a treasure box. Inside is the Keep Underground map. Then move forward and slash the rope that is holding the iron weight over the pool. This will drop the weight, causing a tray to raise at the other side of the pool. Scoot around the meat and collect the Rosary of Communion from the tray. With this in your inventory, you'll be able to communicate with the dead. Exit the room and fight past the Reynaldos in the hallway, moving around the corner to another iron door.You're in a long room lit with lines of blue fire. In the treasure box at the end is a Purifier Bell. Grabbing it will trigger a series of large swinging axes to block your path. As the axe swings by, run underneath it. Then pause a second and repeat the process for the next two blades. Then exit the room and make your way back to the ghost door. At the ghost door, use the Purifier Bell to disperse the ghosts and enter.You find yourself in a long passage with several Long Arms encased in glass. Can you guess what's going to happen? Yep, three of them burst out of their glass coccoons and are hungry for a little Samanosuke. To make this a short fight, stand as near to all three as possible and use your Wind magic. Then polish them off with your sword. Move down the hall and enter the small doors in front of you (before turning the corner). Kill the Reynaldos here, then follow the path past the double green magic door and step through the double doors here. Hack through the tentacles guarding the path and move forward. In a corner of this slime-covered room, you'll find the White Book and an Herb in the treasure box. Exit and equip your Wind sword, moving to the double green magic door. A Long Arm guards this room. Kill him, then explore the corner to find another volume of the Byakko and the Apocalypse #1. The dead guy in the corner now has a wispy little wind floating around him. With your new Rosary, you can talk to him. He says "That insane little man. He reminds me of a monkey... He kept talking about the Evil Entrance. What was it? Was it a door? Or maybe it was a gate...?" Talk to him, then turn around and try the trick treasure box. Turn the center one, then the right one, then the left one to open it. You'll get the Blue Key. On your way out, grab the Flourite inside the iron maiden.



Then head back to the Long Arm room and move around the corner. At the end of this hall, in the corner near the last glass-encased samurai, you'll find a Flourite. The doors on the right wall will
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require a Blue Key.You've got that. Use it to enter the room. As you move forward in the room, you meet Tokichiru one more time. He asks you to join the Oda Clan one more time. When you refuse, he calls on some black magic to seal you in the room. The perspective then switches to Kaede, who sees Samanosuke coming toward her... but it isn't you. They've made an evil Samanosuke and stolen the boy. It's time to play as Kaede for a spell.



Kaede #1 Kaede controls pretty much the same way Samanosuke does, except she has no gauntlet, so she can collect no souls. She also has less vitality than Samanosuke, so running past enemies is often wiser than battling them straight up. Kaede is a ninja, so her dodging skills are more superior than Samanosuke's. She will often flip over enemies when dodging. Instead of a magic attack, Kaede will throw little knives called Kunai, using the same TRIANGLE button. Be sure you are targeting someone (R1) when you let one fly, though. When Kaede comes to, move through the only door possible. In the next room, you will meet a fallen soldier, who mumbles about monsters from the West Prison and points to the Keep doors. Collect the Red Key at his feet and exit to the main room of the keep. Save in the Magic Mirror room here. Then exit the keep and move right to the green door, running past the lesser demons here. Several Three Eyes will pop out in the next area. Just run to the far door and use the Red Key. Don't even bother fighting. In the passage between buildings is a treasure box. Inside, you'll find an Herb. Kaede can use any healing items Samanosuke collected in addition to ones she grabs. But if you can avoid it, that is preferred, as Samanosuke is the one who needs to fight all of the big battles in the game. Several more Three Eyes will attack in this area. Just keep running down the turning corridor until you reach another wooden door. Head through. The next portion of path is guarded by some lesser demons and a red samurai. Run past them all (noting the triple blue magic door). Next to the double wooden doors at the end of the path is a well. That is the other Dark Realm entrance inthe game, so Kaede needn't worry about it. In the next area, several demons are camped on the building above, shooting arrows at the soldier below. Run past him to the double doors on the left wall.This leads to a garden area. Several Three Eyes attack on this path. Kill them, then claim the blinking Kunai on the corner of the path. Then
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move forward and use your Shinobi kit on the door between the torches.You're in a Magic Mirror room. There is another puzzle box here, which will require the Byakko to solve. Enter the following combination: This will give you a Magic Jewel. As the exit the back of this room, you'll notice a blinking item near the fallen soldier's feet. It is the Gear. The next set of double doors require a couple of plates: one gold and one silver, in order to open. Head back through the garden to the area where the demons were shooting arrows. There is a small alcove under the building here with a ladder in it. Scale the ladder and move across the walkway to another door. The next walkway overlooks a Magic Mirror room. In this room, you'll notice a triple red magic door. Open the red treasure box to find the West Area Map. Save at the Magic Mirror if you need to, otherwise, use the Shinobi Kit on the door here and step through out to a narrow stone pathway. The corridor is packed with demons. Hack through or dodge them, then head through the door on the right wall just as the path turns. You're inside a furnace room. There are three furnaces belching out streams of fire. They are barring your path to the door on the other side. The idea is to crank on the pull tab near you and dart across the three fire spurts before the door closes. This requires a little bit of luck, as the streams of fire are random. Wait until the first fire spurt dissipates, then charge to the safe area, and repeat the process until you reach the safety of the room. This may take a bit of time to get right, but once you get across, grab the pull tab there to open the door for good.Then grab the Gold Plate from the wall. Then destroy the crates to find the Herb in the corner. Exit this room and go straight forward to the other door in this alleyway. Right next to the door is a treasure box that contains an Herb. In another treasure box here, you'll find the Journal #5. There is a volume of the Suzaku atop the shelf in the corner. Then move to the wooden chest and open the small doors. Inside, you'll find a gearbox. Place your Gear inside, then pull the string to open a secret passage. Head into the secret room and pick up the Silver Plate from the treasure box and
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the Byakko nex to it. You should now have all of the volumes of the Byakko. In front of the Buddha statue, grab the Flourite. Leave the room and head back outside, finding your way back to the Food Storage Magic Mirror room. Once you save, climb the ladder here, then move across the walkway to the door. Exit the door and run to the next ladder and take it down. In the courtyard below, go through the door that leads to the garden. Run past the Three Eyes in the garden, through the Magic Mirror room to the door that requires plates for entry. Place the Gold Plate on the left side of the door here, and the Silver Plate on the right side. The grate in front of the door will roll back. Step inside to find yourself in a burning inferno. There are stairs to your immediate right that lead to a cellar. Forget them for now and head through the small, wooden door to the left. Next to the staircase in the following room, you'll discover a Flourite. Head up the stairs. In this loft, you'll find a trick treasure box. Turn the middle once, the right twice, then the left twice. Inside, you'll find the Sacred Knife. Equip it immediately. Access Knife in your inventory, then scroll down to Sacred Knife and select it (X). It will ask if you want to equip the Sacred Knife. Say yes. Return downstairs and exit through the next door. Make your way through the burning room until you reach an open door. There are a couple of Soldier Demons standing in your way, but if you wait for them to come to you, they will likely burn themselves up in the fire. Don't step in the fire yourself, or you'll take damage. There is a Three Eye awaiting you in this room. Kill him quickly, then destroy the urns to get to the stuff in the back of the room. On a bench here, you'll find the Genbu. Next to that is a red treasure box. Open it to discover more Kunai. Leave the room and make your way back through the blazing hallway to the cellar staircase. Move down the stairs and follow the path until you reach a group of tentacles blocking your path. This is where the Sacred Knife comes in handy. If you don't have it, you can't cut these tentacles, but with it they cut easily. Hack through, then enter the door to the right. You're in a room with a holding cell. Princess Yuki is inside. As you move forward, a cut scene between the two women will play.Yuki admits that she envies the warrior Kaede. In the middle of their conversation, they are interrupted by the mad scientist Guildenstern, who drags Princess Yuki away and leaves a present for Kaede--a Volchiman with a couple of nasty weapons. If Kaede is injured, it probably isn't a bad idea to use an Herb before this fight. Use your Kunai each time the demon appears, but be sure to block while the fiend is cloaked. He will try to use his sword when close, but if you're far away, he will throw a razor-edged boomerang at you. Keep your button on that L1 button constantly to deflect his advances. Then, slice at him when he appears. When you finally drop him, Kaede will run away to find Samanosuke and the story will switch back to him.
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Samanosuke returns Samanosuke awakens in a dank cave overgrown with moss and vines... or are those roots? Head forward to claim a Medicine from the red box, then use the Magic Mirror here to enhance Herbs (if need be) or one of your weapons. It's also a good idea to save, because as you move forward, the next Boss Battle will begin. Boss Battle #3:The Stylado Remember that guy who looked a lot like you who came and decked Kaede? Well, guess who's back? Yeah, that's right. You. The evil you. Freud would have a field day with this battle. So would Lucas. Be that as it may, he stands in the way of your goals, and it's time for all that self-loathing to finally pay off. This fight is easier than you might expect... probably because you know yourself so well. Unlike other bosses, the evil you does not have an attack that you can't defend. His overall fighting style is the same as yours, with one exception--he can shoot blasts of energy at you from afar. If you aren't blocking when one of these energy blasts hits you, it can do serious damage, but why would you have your finger off of the L1 button? Besides, if you deflect an energy blast, all kinds of magic power will disperse in the air, and you can suck it up. The pattern to fighting yourself is block, block, block, block, block. Then, when your counterpart rears up to let a blast of energy go (you'll see his arms glow), step in and lay down a magic carpet ride of your own. After he has sampled all three flavors of your magical sword, he will be significantly weakened. Just don't waste your power. If he is blocking during your magic attacks, they will not do as much damage, so be sure to only attack when he gets ready to let a blast go. After you've depleted your magic attacks. Follow him around and block, so whenever he starts to shoot magic, you can slice at him. You should have plenty of healing items by now, so if you get injured, living through the battle won't be an issue. When you finally strike the mortal blow, the red magic guarding the exit of the cave will disappear. Follow the dark path up to a set of stone steps and go up. Keep padding forward until your reach a treasure box. Here, you'll discover the Evil Plate.You know where that goes. Right next to it is a chest containing a ladder. Go to the edge of the well here and use the Ladder. Climb up it to find yourself back in the Keep. Exit through the door of this room and head straight forward down the
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hall. Now all of the dead guards have wispy breath, meaning you can talk to them all. Many have nothing much to say, but a couple have interesting information aout completing your quest. Move to the end of this hall and exit. Head forward past the fallen guards until you reach the evil door. Use the Evil Plate on it and step inside. Note: If there is anything in the Keep that you still need, get it now, because several of the paths and halls will be destroyed after fixing the Evil Plate. Here, you will see the true nature of Nui... she is a giant wasp named Hecuba. She grabs Yumemaru and leaves the Keep, destroying half of it in the process. When she's gone, a huge force barrier is erected in this room, barring you from entry into the demon world. Oh yes, you'll be back. You will be back. For now, exit through the evil door and make your way back to the main room of the keep. Visit the Magic Mirror room here. The insane little moth man that drops from the ceiling is now very interested in you, and offers to take you to the Dark Realm. The Dark Realm is basically a mini-game in which you battle through 20 levels of demons in search of the Bishamon Ocarina, which will help greatly in your final battle. For more information, check out the Dark Realm section of this guide. If you do make it all the way through the Dark Realm, level up your Shiden and Kouen to max at this point, and max all of your remaining Herbs to Medicines. With any remaining energy, max out one of your weapons. Leave the Keep and head through the green door. Kill the Bazuu and Barabazuu guarding the next door. In the area beyond that, you'll see a bunch of Soldiers hanging out on the rooftop trying to peg you off with arrows. These guys can sting you good if you let them, so you may want to equip your bow and shoot them down yourself. Either way, your ultimate goal is the triple blue magic door in the next area. Fight off the Three Eyes that pop over the wall, then enter the blue door with your Raizan drawn. Directly to your left is another soul shrine. Press CIRCLE to suck a few down. There is a statue in the corner missing its head. You'll have to come back to reattach it. Next to the statue is a red treasure box. It contains the Vision Staff, which will make hidden Flourites glow (making the job of finding them that much easier). Be sure to grab your copy of Genbu off of the low table before exiting. As you do, you'll see a Flourite glittering near the doorway. Grab it, then equip your bow to take down the demon bowman on the roof above. Once that is done, move around the next corner and into the courtyard next to the garden. Several bowmen are in front of you on the roof above and
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three Black Armor Demons are prowling below. Run to the ladder in the alcove and go up. Kill the archers here, then move through the door and down the next ladder into the Food Storage/Magic Mirror room. Save at the Magic Mirror here. The door near the mirror is inaccessible to Samanosuke, but you should have a maxed-out Kouen to access the triple red door on the other side of the room. When you step through, you'll be on a dirt path outside the castle. Move up it to a lookout point. See all of the demons below? Kill them easily by slashing the rope on the wooden sled. Grab the Medicine out of the red treasure box, then cruise down below and finish the last zombie off. Notice the blinking thing on the hill? It's a Flourite. Move through the door at the bottom of the hill to encounter one of toughest groups of hombres you're likely to meet in this game. In the courtyard here are four trollish demons, three Oowassha and a Baguwassha. The red Baguwassha is the toughest. The easiest way to beat this crew is to use magic. Since you've just been in a Magic Mirror room, you should have full magic on all weapons. Lure the demons near the gate, then use the Wind orb attack to knock them all down. Then switch to the Fire orb and attck those on the ground. Finally, move to the Raizan Thunder sword and polish off the leftovers. These guys are huge, but slow, so if you need to regroup, run past them and suck up the souls before going at it again. Usually, you can recharge one of your weapons enough to use it again, and that's a good thing. When the final ogre falls, explore the area... there's lots here. In the corner near the door is the Statue Head in a box. In the other red box are some Bullets. Finally, in the back right corner of the courtyard is the Decorated Sword. Then exit the area and slay the demons on the hill, proceeding back to the Mirror room. You should have enough souls to enhance something at the mirror, either an Herb or two or the Raizan. Do this, then save. Leave the food storage area, either kill or ignore the Dark Armor Demon in the courtyard, then leave through the far right door. As you exit, you will notice the well you passed with Kaede. If you haven't been to the Dark Realm yet, now would be a good time. The same freaky moth man is here. If you don't want to go to the Dark Realm, round the corner and go back to the shrine room (the triple blue door). Place the Statue Head in the statue to open a gate on the oppsite side of the room. Open the chest there to get the Matchlock. Mmmm. Gun. Before you step out of this door, equip your bow. Use it on the demon on the rooftop, then round the corner and exit. In the next path, there is another Flourite, blinking in the night.
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Return to the courtyard in front of the Keep. Remember the door that was barred tight and locked? Head back over there to trigger a cutscene in which a villager is attacked by a pair of giant insects bursting through the door. Waste the Sharks, then head into the entryway here. There is a plate on the door that looks suspiciously like the Decorated Sword. Put the blade in question into the plate to move the stone slab out of the way. Then step through the gate into the East Area.



East Area As you step forward here, you will be attacked by a Three Eye and a Dark Spider. Waste them, then move across the narrow bridge here. As the path branches left, duck into the side path to kill the lurking ninja demon. There is a door here that will need to be picked. Only Kaede can do that. Return to the main path and follow it to a double green magic door. Equip your Shippuu, disengage the magic and step through the door. If you head straight forward on the next path, you will reach a dead end at the drawbridge. Take a left instead, ripping the Journal #6 off of the door. Then exit. On the ensuing bridge, you'll encounter a pair of Dark Armor Demons. Slay them, then continue past the building to your left to the small shack at the end of the pier. In the treasure box here, you'll get the Bullets. Then take the Genbu from the shelf. Move to the back of the room and slash the paper hanging to locate the East Area Map. Exit the building and prepare for a Dark Spider and Dark Armor Demon. So much darkness! Kill this pair, then step inside the next building. Kill the Dark Armor Demon here first, then equip the bow, stand near the door, then aim (R1) and shoot an arrow at him. Snag the Bullets from the red box in the corner, then mount the stairs. Although you can't see some of the hidden archers on this twisting path, they are there and can make your life hell. Run up the ramp, the auto-aim and let an arrow rip. When you reach the Dark Armor Demon, end him quickly with a Raizan attack. Then charge up the ramp and slay the final bowman. Next to this guy is a treasure box. Grab the Magic Jewel inside and use it immediately. Then mount the ladder to the roof. There are several Dark Spiders lurking up here, but to get to them, you need to run around the bell until you see an opening in the rail. Then exit on to the roof and do battle with the demons. When they've all fallen, snag the Soul Absorber, Power Jewel (near the fallen warrior) and Flourite (in the area around the bell). When you have all of this stuff, return to the ladder and go down. Take the long ramp down to the room, then use your Shippuu on the double green magic door at the the
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back. If you need to enhance it, you'll probably have to run back to the Mirror room in the Keep. Otherwise, just head through the door here to an area near the water. Kill or move past the ninjas who jump at you, making your way to the door to the right. In the next area is a Volchiman and soul shrine. Kill the Volchiman, then move to the soul shrine and collect souls. When you've had your fill, exit through the next door. Climb the stone path up to a wooden door and go through. There are Dark Armor Demons guarding both paths here. Go after the one underneath the waterfall. Then, move back and start across the wooden bridge. When the dark demon begins to cross, run back to safety and slash the rope holding up the bridge. The demon will fall to his death below. Don't forget to collect his souls! When he drops, move under the waterfall . There is a treasure box here that houses the best protection in the game... the Great Armor. To open the box, follow this pattern: move the lower left square once, then move the upper right square once. Move the lower right square once, the lower left set once, then the lower right set one more time. Voila! Great Armor. Once you have it, continue down the path and enter the small building here. It's a Magic Mirror room. Grab the Medicine from the treasure box. Then access the code box next to the mirror to get a Magic Jewel. You can't open the door here, so head down the stairs. At the base of the stair is a Flourite. Grab it, then get in the boat and head across to the turret on the far side of the water. When you get to the other side, go through the double doors, then head across the room and pluck the Great Bow from its perch on the wall. When you do this, a cut scene will trigger.You're trapped in the turret with a bunch of Sharks... Time to play as Kaede.



Kaede--East Area You begin just inside the East gate. Sharks are threatening immediately. Kill them quickly, then move to the short walkway to the left of the bridge. Pick the lock on the door here and move through. As you walk forward down the bridge, another pair of Sharks will attack. Kill them and head to the double doors to the right. On the floor just to the right of the door is another Flourite. In the right corner of the room, you'll get another Herb. In the left corner of the room is an urn. Slice through it to get to a narrow passage. Here, you'll find the Apocalypse #2. Exit the room and turn right, finding yourself in the same water-side area you just passed with Samanosuke. Run past the insects here to the next door. In the shrine area, you will encounter a
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pair of Dark Spiders. Run past these guys as well, then climb up the stone path to the next door. In the wooden bridge area, another couple of Spiders attack. Waste them and move around the waterfall to the lake-side house. Save here if you need to, then use the Shinobi kit on the door. The next walkway is guarded by several lesser demons. Smoke them and enter the door at the end of the pier. In the next room, slash the wooden screens to reveal a treasure box which contains Normal Arrows. Run past the Dark Armor Demons and Soliders to the door at the back of the room. You find yourself in a U-shaped room crawling with demons. Kill them quickly, then destroy the urns here to find a batch of Kunai. Then follow the path around to the right and enter the door at the end of the passage. It's another Magic Mirror room. Take the ladder up here to find another Flourite, hidden under some crates. There is also a green Genbu in the corner. Go back down the ladder and move through the wooden double doors at the end of the room. Kill the demons in this hallway, then follow the path to a single door. Inside this room is a volume of the Suzaku and an Herb in the treasure box. Glittering atop a chest here is another Flourite. Grab it, then climb the ladder to the room above.You're in a weapons room. In an alcove in the right corner is a trick treasure box. Turn it right twice, once in the center, then twice right, then twice in the center. This will yield the Decorated Arrow. Return downstairs and exit this room, then head through the double doors nearby. There is yet another statue here. Scoot around the left of it to find the Great Arrow. Grab the Great Arrow, then put the Decorated Arrow in its place. This will unlock the chest beneath the statue. Inside is the Green Key. Return to the Magic Mirror room and save if you wish, then exit into the hall and go around to the other side of the U-shaped hallway, running past any enemies you find here. You're back outside. Take the ladder on the pier down to a lower level. At the end of the dock is a boat. Take it across the lake to the fortress. Enter the building to find Samanosuke in peril. As Kaede watches through the door, she senses a monster on the way. It is Hecuba, coming back for her prize.
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Hecuba... and Beyond The wasp confronts Samanosuke and tells him more about the fate that is to befall Princess Yuki. Of course, this riles our samurai fighter up... enough to rumble with the bee. Boss Battle #4: Hecuba The battle with the wasp is interesting, because she remains airborne most of the time, far from the reach of your magic swords. Her main attack is to summon Sharks to attack you, however, once in a while, she will swoop down herself and slash at you with her sword-like arms or strike with her stinger. The battle can be made short by your old friend the Matchlock. If you haven't used it to this point, it will have adequate ammo to take the flying bitch down. When the fight begins, clear the insects out with your sword, then equip the Matchlock with Burst Bullets and pump all of those into her. At this point, most of the Sharks will have returned. Clear them out again and equip your Matchlock with regular Bullets, pumping them into her as fast as you can reload. If she floats down near you, equip a magic sword and let her have it. Otherwise, just keep repeating this pattern: clear out the bugs, shoot her with the Matchlock, swipe at her with you sword when she gets close. She'll be crippled in no time, ending the fight. As the battle concludes, Kaede tells you she set gunpowder charges. Time to leave. As the building explodes, Kaede and Samanosuke jump from the rooftops, landing on the shore below. Kaede is stunned, so Samanosuke takes her to the safe room in the Keep. As he tells her to rest, he pledges that the nightmare will end. Now things are going to get interesting. It's about time for the final two boss battles. I highly suggest running downstairs to the Mirror room off of the main chamber of the Keep. If you haven't gone to the Dark Realm yet, now is your last opportunity. For tips on tackling this section, head to the Dark Realm section of this guide. Otherwise, save your game, then take your Great Bow and Great Arrow and head to the Evil Door. Once inside, step toward the force field and use the Great Bow. The Great Arrow will sail through the room and unlock the energy shield, clearing a path to the demonic realm... the Dark Realm. Move through the large muscle-bound doors.
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Meeting Marcellus As you pry open the gates to the demon realm, you will meet your old friend Guildenstern again. He's got some choise words for Samanosuke, but after everything this warrior's been through, he has no time to listen to a shriveled freak. Of course, you wouldn't expect Guildenstern to leave without a parting gift. So, right before he disappears, he drops off his newest creation, a refurbished version of the Marcellus monster you faced on the roof. Boss Battle #5: Marcellus Marcellus comes strapped with a huge scimitar and another shield, and will attack with these in a similar way.You can block most of his attacks, except for the downward strikes. In the first portion of the fight, you should do what you always do: block, wait for the monster to attack, then unload each and every magic spell you possess into him. After you lay down a heavy barrage of magic, Marcellus will morph into a much faster being. He will also drop the shield and sword in favor of a pair of sharpened sword arms. Ooh, scary! Well, they would be, if you couldn't block each and every attack with a simple L1 press. Once you've depleted all of your magic, this fight becomes a lot like the one vs. yourself in the swamp. The only difference here is that Marcellus is much faster than your double. Still, the pattern is the same. Block, slash at him once, then block again. It's slow going, but you won't take much punishment this way. If you can trap the mongrel in a corner, it's even better. The best sword to use is the Enryuu, as it is the heaviest and does the most damage. A handful of swings of this puppy and Marcellus will be banished to hell forever. If you get severely rocked during the course of the fight, there is a medicine in a treasure box near where you entered. You'll want to conserve your Medicine as much as possible, though, as you have the main boss fight coming up right after this. After the fight, step through the gray, textured door here to enter the Dark Realm.
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Final Confrontation If you've battled all the way to the bottom of the Dark Realm and earned the Bishamon Sword, it's time to pick up your reward. Notice the bone door on the left wall? Play the Ocarina next to it and the bones will curl up, allowing you entrance. In the ribcage of a stingy skeleton, you'll find the most coveted weapon in the game. The Bishamon Sword will help considerably in the fight with Fortinbras, so much so that we strongly recommend going back to get the Ocarina if you didn't. You can beat the demon king without it, but it will take a lot more tries. The sword has unlimited magic attacks and can kill any non-boss character in one swipe. A powerful weapon indeed! Bishamon Sword or no, this area has a Magic Mirror in it. Enhance all of your Herbs to Medicines, recharge your weapons, and save your game.You're heading into dangerous territory. Be sure to grab the Dark Realm map, then head through the next door.You find yourself on a downward spiral... and we mean this quite literally. There are a few enemies between you and Fortinbras, but all of them are easily dealt with. Follow the path down to a single Reynaldo. Knock him down (or fry him with the Bishamon) and proceed. Underneath a womb of sorts, several more Reynaldo's fall on to the bone path ahead. Kill the first, then move on. If you need more souls to enhance something, this is the place to do it. Kill all you need, then run back to the Magic Mirror and enhance. Simple as that. As you near the end of the spiral, you'll run into a Volchiman. If you have the Bishamon, waste him. If not, run around him and collect the two Medicines next to the door here. Then move through the doorway and through the next door to play out your destiny. Inside, you'll meet the demon king Fortinbras. The Dark Ceremony has begun, and he's revealed his form... and it's ugly! Final Boss Battle: Fortinbras As you might expect, the encounter with Fortinbras is the toughest in the game. Sure, he's a stationary target, but he's got a whole slew of weapons designed to keep you at bay. Using the Bishamon Sword will bolster your attack, but this can still be a rough battle. Lots of Medicines will help. So will an intimate knowledge of what he's going to throw at you. Good Touch/Bad Touch With this guy, the only good touch is no touch at all. Since you'll have to get up close and personal with Forty, you'll want to dodge his giant hands as they poke and stab at you. If the uberdemon reaches you with this press-on attack, you'll be suffering to the tune of 50% of your life bar. This is easily blocked with the L1 button, or dodged with the R1/left-right combo. Watch out, though. He likes to throw two hand attacks back to back. If you block the hand stab, watch out for a scooping
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hand attack, explained below. The Scoop and Spit Also known as the sweeping hand. Also known as instant death. Just to prove you're a gnat, if you get too close, the ultimate demon will swipe you up in one hand. If you don't break free in time, he will hose you down with a blast of fire straight from his gizzard. This is to be avoided at all costs, as it will end you. This attack can be blocked (L1), but if you get caught it is tough to break free.Your best bet is to button mash until the big brute drops you (usually one second before the fire attack). The scoop attack often comes right after the hand stab, and vice versa, so stay alert when you are in close. Laser Eyes Whenever you're out of reach of Mr. Grabby Hands, he will attack you in one of three ways. Firstly, he will shoot tracking lasers from his eyes that sweep across the floor, right at Samanosuke's feet. To avoid this attack, move the opposite way the laser is tracking on the floor. Watch out: these attacks come in threes. If you get hit by one, you will lose about 25% of a health bar, so stay nimble. Demon Halitosis The second long distance attack, fire breath is this demon's best friend. Like laser eyes, if you are out of reach of his meathooks, Fortinbras will use the old flamethrower breath on you. Like the laser attack, the fire will sweep back and forth across the floor.You can dodge it by running away from the flow, or by running all the way to the back of the chamber and facing away from the heat. If you catch fire, the flames will continue to do damage even after the demon stops breathing, so avoid this attack! If you stand in the stream for more than a second, you can kiss your vitality goodbye. Great Balls of Fire The worst of all three long distance attacks, the magenta laser balls are the hardest to avoid, as they cover the most area. When Fortinbras prepares for this attack, he holds his open palms at his sides, zen-style.Yeah, he's about to enlighten your ass. When he puts his hands by his sides like this, it's time to get into the center of the arena. The laser balls will launch into the air and make little pink shadows on the ground. They come in either clusters or lines, and your job is to avoid the pink shadows, or get lambasted. Don't get too close to Fortinbras during this barrage, though, as he can still swipe and stab at you between laser ball attacks. Okay, so now you know what he's packing. The majority of the fight you will spend running around avoiding attacks. However, each time the big snake lets a round of attacks go, you should charge in
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immediately and start hacking with the Bishamon Sword (TRIANGLE attack works best). If you ding him good, he'll slump over and you can attack his head, which causes a good deal more damage than raging against his scaly skin. Don't linger too long. When Fortinbras gets back up out of the slump, it's time to run for your life again. Trying to do too much at once will almost definitely result in your demise. If you don't have the Bishamon Sword, use your magic weapon attacks until they are all gone. The Raizan and Enryuu are especially effective. As with the Bishamon Sword, don't press your luck. When he gets up after your attack, prepare to turtle and avoid. After your magic is drained, retreat to the back of the arena and pump the snake with a bunch of fire arrows or Matchlock ammo. Then, get inside and hack at him with the naked blade. The Enryuu does the most damage per swing, so it's a good bet to finish. Fighting the demon without the Bishamon is a tough proposition, so be sure to heal whenever your vitality is threatened. In either case, it helps quite a bit to have the Talisman in your inventory (found in the Dark Realm), as it will revive you when you fall in battle. Four Medicines or above will help considerably as well. When you finally deliver the crushing blow, sit back and enjoy the gory spectacle that is the end of Onimusha: Warlords. Then feast on any goodies you may have unlocked. Good job, swordsman. Now wipe that blood off your blade and get back in your Panda suit.
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Miss a File? Never fear. The contents of all of the Files can be found right here, just in case you want the whole story but don't feel like tracking through the whole game to find the books. Of course, all of the book locations are contained within the Walkthrough section of this guide as well. Spolier Alert: If you are a story fan, you may not want to read any further. These files reveal a good deal of the unfolding story of Onimusha. Read on at your own risk.



Yuki's Letter Dear Samanosuke, I am writing this letter in the hopes you will read this in time to help. Something is wrong within the Inabayama Castle. Some of the maids and servants have gone missing and I fear that it might be the work of monsters... I am so scared Samanosuke. People tell me that the monsters eat the maids and servants and then take the remains deep underground. When I told my brother Yoshitatsu about this, he did not seem interested. He is too busy preparing with his upcoming battle with Nobunaga. Samanosuke, although it has been a few years since we were forced to take separate paths due to the battle between by father Dosan and my brother Yoshitatsu, you are still the only one I can rely upon. I can only hope that you will receive this and that you will find it in your heart to come and save me before it is too late.



Instructions Shortly after receiving the gauntlet, you will be given the following instructions for its use: Absorbing Souls
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Hold the CIRCLE button to absorb the souls that emerge after defeating the demons. Soul Types RED: Enhance the power of your Orbs and items. BLUE: Recover your magic power. YELLOW: Recover your vitality. Magic Attack Press the TRIANGLE button to attack with a Magic Spell while you have an Orb equipped to your gauntlet. Enhancement Enhance your Orbs and items by the red souls you have absorbed. How to Enhance Look into the Magic Mirror and choose "ENHANCE" to enter the Enhancement Screen. Hold the X button and your sword and Magic Spell will get injected with souls and be enhanced. One item will be enhanced every time you press the X button.



Sougen's Note To the brave one who finds and is reading this document: I ask you to put all other thoughts aside and heed my warnings that are written here within... There is an ogre's gauntlet that draws its power from the souls of those who are killed by demons. Master its secrets, and great powers will be yours. Remember, without the power of the ogres, you are no match for the demons. Sougen
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Journal #1 Master Sougen and I followed the monster that has been kidnapping people around town, and have been lead to this cave. The cave seems to be a nest for demons: Every kind of monster imaginable, and even ones I never would have believed to exist are here... They call themselves "Demons." They hate sunlight and seem to have lived underground since before the human race began. My master has already made up his mind to go into this cave. I am confident that my master has the power to dispel the demons. I have a little talent for drawing, and I also have faith and courage so that I will not be afraid of any monsters. Therefore I am going to record everything I see. This is going to be the most bizarre book in history. Saimyou



Journal #2 I am a sad, pathetic coward... Weak, and unworthy of the priesthood... My master was seriously injured during the battle against the demons. I could not do anything... I could not save my master... He asked me to bring his wounded body to the entrance of the cave. Then he began to perform his final ceremonial rites. He made up his mind to offer his life and die there as a human sacrifice. With his remaining powers, he is trying to sacrifice himself and set up barriers at the entrance of the cave so that the demons cannot get out. My master gave me a document and a jewel, and then ordered me to leave the cave. That was the most embarrassing moment in my life.
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I felt relieved to know that I could come out of the cave. I was too happy to be leaving to be worried about my master... I could only think of myself... Afterwards I hid the document and the jewel, and I came back to my master's place of sacrifice. I will never have willpower like that of my master. All I can do is learn as much testament of my findings. Saimyou



Journal #3 I am starving... I wonder how many days have passed since I entered this cave... My only source of sustenance has been some water leaking out of the wall. I followed the smell of blood and came here... Normally I would not have been able to smell it, but hunger seems to have sharpened my senses... That is why I am now watching something I could not have imagined even in my worst nightmares. Ah, what a sight... Demons are eating human prisoners alive. They pay no attention to their victims' screams, they just crunch the bones and chew up the flesh. I am standing still, just watching the scene... so as not to be spotted by the demons... No... that is not exactly not what I have in mind... I am watching a person's finger lying on the ground... When a person dies, its body becomes only meat. Ah, I'm afraid of what I am thinking about. I am like a wild scavenger that waits expectantly for the scraps of food a tiger leaves behind. What an evil desire I am having... Saimyou
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Journal #4 Ah. What a wonderful scene... I am very happy to be here. I am so moved that my hands won't stop trembling... I am witnessing the birth of a demon baby... as it is pulled out of the bottle. Human blood and evil essence are mixed in the bottle, and then a demon is born. What a supernatural sight... No other creature in the world is born in this way. Were there any artists that encountered the scene that I have just watched, I wonder... I have never felt so much regret for my poor painting skills... Stop trembling, my dear hand... I am aware that all of the truth that I must record completely depends on my hands... But I can't help trembling... Saimyou



Journal #5 At last I saw the world of gods. I caught a glimpse of the demon world in the evil gate... The colors are truly astounding... No multitude of pigments could enable me to accurately paint what I saw... But I do not understand one thing.The gate is firmly shut now. Is the world of gods refusing me? With this fatally wounded body, I cannot open the gate or come out of this cave alive... But I want to look at it. I want to look into the gate just one more time... Saimyou
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Journal #6 This will be my final journal, I guess. As the bleeding from the wound does not seem to stop, I am barely managing to write this. For the one who makes it here someday, I offer you this: I have drawn a picture of how to open the gate to the demon world. If you can acquire these tools, then you must go beyond the gate. Remember everything you see in the supernatural world, and let people know that such a world does exist. Saimyou



Blue Book ...What an incredible animal this Nobunaga is! Normal animals would have already been dead for sure from such a large transfusion of demon blood... I do not understand how the holy blood of the demons could be compatible with the body of a pathetic animal... It is very annoying... Moreover, this Nobunaga is highly intelligent and ambitious. He wasn't the slightest bit surprised when we resurrected his body, he pledged loyalty to Master Fortinbras without showing any fear, and he just made a contract to sacrifice his own species.. He is an animal that should not be underestimated... Anyway, if Nobunaga keeps offering sacrifices, we will not run out of guinea pigs for our experiments.
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Red Book I remembered that there were other animals that chose a similar fate to Nobunaga. When I remember something, I should write it down... because my brain has too many things to think about, it shouldn't be wasted on such trivial matters. My number one priority must be producing things for our demon species, not remembering things. I will write it down here, and forget about the information. The animal is called Genghis... Alexand... Ah, never mind. The names of animals do not have any meaning for us. These animals fought extensive battles and managed to continue fighting to expand their territories. They are considered extremely heroic and exceptional warriors... But in truth, they offered large numbers of sacrifices to us to obtain our technology and weapons. Wise animals can be destined to conquer the world by making a contract with the demons, while the stupid ones simply get sacrificed. I should say "Demons flourish in the zoo."



Green Book Is it impossible to obtain the blood of a sacrifice...? A Dark Ceremony is the holiest and darkest ritual that can be carried out between the demons and the pitiful animals. In the Dark Ceremony, the blood is taken from a chosen sacrifice. Then the Demon King bestows his evil blessing upon it. Once the animal that wants to make a contract as a boss animal drinks the blood from a grail made from a human skull, the evil powers will be given to him. But nobody has solved the mystery of why the evil power is given to the animal through the ceremony.
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Ahhhh... I want to know the answer. Why does no one understand my frustration? Once the mystery of the Ceremony has been solved, the knowledge will make the demon species evolve so much... I believe I am the only one who can solve this mystery. And yet, I am forced to waste my time doing things which won't bring me the truth... I just need one drop of blood. I wish Nobunaga would leave some blood after he has drunk it in the Ceremony...



Orange Book To carry out the contract with Nobunaga, we have unleashed a large amount of evil energy from Ibayama Castle for several days now. But it seems the amount was insufficient. I found out we need to tighten the seal around the surrounding district of Ibayama Castle, and fill the district with evil energy. We have to sacrifice a girl who is born of that land and who has a pure heart. A girl has already been chosen... Princess Yuki. She is a fair-complexioned person with long hair. She has beautiful internal organs... Especially the heart... I can't help thinking about her organs. They are the best of the best. However, if I take advantage of her, she will be worthless as a sacrifice for the Dark Ceremony. And if that happens, I will be eaten alive by the King. I have to give her up. Once the Dark Ceremony is over, every life, including those in the surrounding area will be lost. In short, we will not have to worry about the materials for my experiment for awhile.
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White Book I have categorized the demons as follows: Low Class Demon: Their intelligence is very basic and immature. They do not use language. They do not use language. They wander about for a victim under the cover of night, and sometimes eat pitiful animals. They abide by the rules of the Dark Realm, and obey orders from the higher demons. They serve the higher class for life. They are very loyal, but their behavior is very similar to insects. Middle Class Demon: Larger than the low class demons, they have enough intelligence to speak a sort of babbling language. Based on my research, their behavior is wild and ferocious. Very similar to the basic instincts of the animals... High Class Demon: Like Fortinbras and I, this type of demon is extremely intelligent and is responsible for building the high level civilization. Based on my calculations, the birth rate of the high class demon is only 1 in 100,000. That means we are the true chosen ones. We are supposed to conduct the research on the high class demons through surgical dissection, but it is almost impossible to obtain a sample, as they are very rare. Someday I will find out with my own hand.



Apocalypse #1 The Dark Ceremony is a traditional holy ritual in the Dark Realm. Through this ceremony, demons make a contract with a human. Obtaining sacrifices by making a contract is indispensable for the Dark Realm.
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To carry out the Dark Ceremony, a woman who is born of that land and noble in heart must be proferred as a sacrifice. Our King sanctifies her blood with an evil blessing, then, using her skull as a grail, a person drinks the blood, and the contract is complete.



Apocalypse #2 Our demon king was born in the confusion when the Earth was created, and has lived in the deepest and darkest places underground. All demons are created by the demon king. The demon king shows his holy snake-like body only when and where the ceremony takes place. No one knows what he usually does. Demons, remember: No one can disobey the demon king. The holiest spirity of the demon king is the one you have to learn from.



Seiryu Vol. 1 2 3 4
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Suzaka Vol. 1 2 3 4



Byakko Vol. 1 2 3 4
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Genbu Vol. 1 2 3 4
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In main save room of the Keep or in the well in the West Area, you will run across a crazy little man who drops from the ceiling in a coccoon. If you are of appropriate experience (after you've levelled up two weapons , the man will invite you to the Dark Realm (not to be confused with the Dark Realm map that you eventually explore in the final leg of the game). The Dark Realm is your opportunity for unlimited demon slaying. There are plenty of reasons to go down there: to gain experience to enhance weapons, to get valuable items (such as healing items, Herbs and Flourites), and to boost slaying ratings for the end of the game score. But the main reason to go underground is to obtain the object necessary to get the most powerful weapon offered in Onimusha: Warlords--the Bishamon Sword. To get it, you'll have to hack and slash through 20 levels of demons. On the bottom level, you'll find the Bishamon Ocarina, which can be played in the area before the final boss fight to open a door leading to the magic sword. When going to the Dark Realm, you don't always have to go all the way down. Each time you clear a level, a chute will appear leading up and another down. If you are looking for souls simply to level up, you can scoot to the Realm, slay a bunch of baddies, then go up the chute and out. If you want to invest some serious time in the subterranean land, you can rack up items by battling down to a specific Herb or Medicine, then leaving and fighting back to the same item. For the most part, you want to attack quickly, and never leave yourself open to an ambush. There are multiple creatures per level (up to 12), so you want to stay on your feet and keep on that R1 button. For the most part, you don't want to use the Right-SQUARE stab to end an enemy's life in the Dark Realm. This will just leave you open to swarming beasties. Also, it is important to save your magic until you reach the bigger demons in the lower reaches of the Realm. Using them earlier will leave you dry when you most need the help of magic. You'll want to pack several Medicines for the journey. Start with five to seven. You'll collect more as you go further down; Medicine as well as Herbs you can enhance. Try to emerge with about 2 Medicines and 2 Herbs. This will aid in your attack on the big bosses at the end of the game. However, the Bishamon Sword is the main thing. Getting that will go a long way to defeating Fortinbras.
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A list of the shady characters and items you'll encounter on each level follows below: Level 1 Enemies: Soldier Demons Level 2 Enemies: Three Eyes Level 3 Enemies: Soldier Demons and Long Arms Level 4 Enemies: Long Arms Level 5 Enemies: Long Arms and Three Eyes Level 6 Enemies: Bazuu Item: Flourite Level 7 Enemies: Sharks Level 8 Enemies: Bazuu and Gyaran
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Level 9 Enemies: Bazuu and Barabazuu Item: Medicine Level 10 Enemies: Bazuu and Gyaran Level 11 Enemies: Reynaldos Item: Flourite Level 12 Enemies: Reynaldos and Gyaran Level 13 Enemies: Reynaldos and Sharks Item: Talisman Level 14 Enemies: Volchiman Item: Herb Level 15 Enemies: Reynaldos and Volchiman Item: Soul Absorber Level 16 Enemies: Dark Spiders
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Item: Herb Level 17 Enemies: Dark Armor Demons and Long Arms Item: Flourite Level 18 Enemies: Volchiman and Dark Spiders Items: Herb Level 19 Enemies: Dark Armor Demons and Dark Spiders Level 20 Enemies: Volchiman and Barabazuu Item: Bishamon Ocarina
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There are 20 special rocks--called Flourites--stashed throughout the game. Finding them all is difficult, but will reap great rewards. If you finish the game with all 20 Flourites, a mini-game called "Oni Spirits" will be unlocked. Beating this mini-game will yield even greater rewards. For more on this, visit the Oni Spirits or Secrets portions of this guide. The Vision Staff, which can be found near the Bishamon shrine in the West Area, is very helpful in locating Flourites. As soon as you possess it, the rare items will shine, making them much easier to spot. However, you'll have to find the first nine on your own. Below, you'll find a list of every single Flourite in the game. 1. In one of the small alcoves with brown doors near the Seiryu in the Under Temple area. 2. Just after the boss fight in the South area, break a couple of urns and search the floor under them to find the Flourite. 3. In the Keep, after running into Kaede with Yumemaru, you'll find the Flourite in a little cupboard over the treasure box near the stairs. 4. On the upstairs level of the Keep, through the room just past the red magic door on the catwalk. Step through the next room and find the Flourite under the stairs near the treasure box containing the Arrows. 5. In the upper reaches of the Keep, you will find a Flourite across from Volume two of the Seiryu right after the cut scene where Tokichiru takes off into the night. 6. In the Keep Underground, head down the second hall of glass-encased red samurai. In the left corner (near the last samurai), you'll discover the Flourite. 7. In the Keep Underground, find a Flourite inside the iron maiden in the same room where you get the Blue Key. 8. In the West Area, when playing as Kaede, find the secret room (use the Gear to enter). In front of the Buddha statue here is a Flourite. 9. While playing as Kaede in the West Area, you will step into a burning room just past the gate that required the Gold and Silver Plates. Through the door left of this entrance is a narrow staircase. Next
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to the staircase in a heap of barrels, you'll find the Flourite. 10. In the West area, you'll find a Flourite just outside the door after obtaining the Vision Staff with Samanosuke. 11. In the West area, find a Flourite on the hill with the sled just outside the castle. 12. In the West Area, you'll find a Flourite blinking in the path on your way to the room with the statue (where you got the Matchlock). 13. In the East Area (with Samanosuke), atop the roof there is a bell. In the walkway around the bell is a Flourite. 14. While playing as Samanosuke, collect the Flourite on the pier just past the Magic Mirror room in the East Area. 15. In the East Area, just when you begin playing as Kaede, you will enter a shrine just past the locked door you pick. A Flourite is on the floor just to the right of the door. 16. While playing as Kaede in the East Area, climb a ladder in the bridge house Magic Mirror room. Destroy the crates here to find another Flourite. 17. In the East Area, while playing as Kaede, you can find another Flourite atop a chest in the room where you get the final book of the Suzaku. 18. Sixth level of the Dark Realm 19. Eleventh level of the Dark Realm 20. Seventeenth level of the Dark Realm
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Level 1 Release Oni: 28 Break vases: 20 Enemies: Soldier Demon Items: Herb Strategy: This one's not too tough. Hack the jars on the way to the single Soldier. Kill him, then break the jars at the back of the room. Grab the Herb from the treasure box, then destroy the rest of the jars to move on.



Level 2 Release Oni: 34 Break vases: 20 Enemies: 2 Soldier Demons Items: Thunder Orb, Bullets Strategy: Slice through the jars to the right demon first. Grab the Bullets from the box here, then cut across the room and wipe out the second, sure to grab the yellow energy from both fallen warriors. Get the Thunder Orb from the left box, then bust up the rest of the pottery to end the level.



Level 3 Release Oni: 39 Break vases: 26 Enemies: Long Arm, Gyaran Items: Matchlock Strategy: Right off the bat, head forward and make two blade swipes. Hack your way to the center of the room, where you'll grab the Matchlock. Don't bother killing the Long Arm at the back of the room. Just break the jars in the upper left corner, dodging his swipes. The blue vases hold little bits of vitality, so be sure to suck those up to preserve Herbs. Then break anything in the center and front of the room until you've released enough souls. Level.
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Level 4 Release Oni: 38 Break vases: 26 Enemies: 2 Three Eyes Items: Fire Orb, Bullets Strategy: This is much like level 2, with quicker opponents. Go after the left guy first, kicking him to the ground and stabbing him. Suck up the yellow spirit, then hit his buddy and suck his soul. Then, break jars on the way to the upper left of the screen. Grab the Bullets and work your way down to the lower right, breaking vases the whole way. Get the Fire Orb from the box in the corner, then break any more pottery you need to end the level.



Level 5 Release Oni: 36 Break vases: 28 Enemies: 2 Long Arms, Gyaran Items: Bullets Strategy: This one is tricky and has little margin for error. As soon as the level begins, hit the right Long Arm with a fire blast from the Enryuu. Then target the left Long Arm and nail fire with fire. Go back to the right one and polish him off with the Raizan. Then get the other Long Arm with the Thunder sword. When they drop, quickly slice the jars and grab the Bullets.



Level 6 Release Oni: 6 Break vases: 6 Enemies: 2 Soldier Demons Items: Herb Strategy: You have to get all of the vases before the demons do, so right as you begin, equip the Burst Bullets in the Matchlock and (holding R1) fire three quick shots. If the jars are not all destroyed, move forward and finish them off with the sword.
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Level 7 Release Oni: 39 Break vases: 32 Enemies: 2 Long Arms, Gyaran Items: Wind Orb Strategy: If you get after the two Long Arms right off the bat, this one is not too bad. Equip the Raizan and knock down the first Long Arm, then attack the other one.You can only afford one swipe apiece, then these two have to die. After they're gone, hack through the jars to complete the level.



Level 8 Release Oni: 42 Break vases: 36 Enemies: Re-spawning Bazuu Items: Burst Bullets, Holy Armor Strategy: Now that you have the Wind Orb, knocking down vases is a cinch. Move forward when the level begins and quickly use the Wind Orb to knock over the Bazuu. Use it again to kill them and take down more vases. Then cruise to the back of the room and finish off the vases by hand. Easy!



Level 9 Release Oni: 42 Break vases: 36 Enemies: Barabazuu, 2 Gyaran Items: Burst Bullets Strategy: Clear a path to the Barabazuu with the Enryuu sword. Then take him down from a distance with Burst Bullets from the Matchlock. The Gyaran won't bother you as long as you wear Holy Armor, so concern yourself with breaking the rest of the jars instead.
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Level 10 Release Oni: 6 Break vases: 6 Enemies: Long Arm, 2 Three Eyes Items: Herb Strategy: The urns are scattered all over the room, and you have to break them all yourself. The best ally for this battle is the Matchlock. Equip it with Burst bullets. Stay on the back of the room (or you'll trigger a pair of Three Eyes) and fire three times at the Long Arm.This will kill it. Then, switch to a sword and clean out the two vases on the same end of the room as you. Then, staying back, equip the Matchlock with regular bullets and snipe the last urn. Charge to the corner to get the Herb. Level 11 Release Oni: 40 Break vases: 30 Enemies: 2 Three Eyes, Long Arm Items: None Strategy: Go after the pair of Three Eyes with Burst Bullets from the Matchlock. One shot for each should suffice. Then, move forward and put the Long Arm down with a magic slash from the Enryuu. Stab him on the ground, then clear out the rest of the urns. Level 12 Release Oni: 44 Break vases: 36 Enemies: Bazuu, two Oowassha Items: None Strategy: The Bazuu at the back of the room can roll through a lot of vases if you let him, so make your priority taking him down. Hopefully, you have some Burst Bullets left. If so, pump two rounds into one of the Oowassha. Collateral damage will hit some of the vases. Shoot the other Oowassha once, then move forward and use the Wind Orb to take out a group of vases and knock down the Bazuu. Finish him off with the Raizan or Enryuu, then quickly run back to the front of the room and destroy the orcish ones.You'll definitely need to take an Herb at this point. Do so, then bust up the rest of the vases to win the game and collect your handsome prize.
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Get the Bishamon Sword Fight through all 20 levels of the Dark Realm. Kill all of the monsters on the 20th level, then open the treasure box here to discover the Bishamon Ocarina. Then, in the area just beyond the second Marcellus boss fight, use the Ocarina on the bone door here to open it. Then head inside and claim the prize, a sword with unlimited magic which will kill any non-boss character in a single swipe. A powerful ally, indeed. Unlock Oni Spirits If you collect all 20 Flourites and finish the game, the mini-game Oni Spirits will be unlocked. For a full description of where to find each Flourite, read the Flourites section of this guide. Beat Oni Spirits...unlock an arsenal If you make it past all 12 levels of the extremely challenging Oni Spirits mini-game, you will unlock a gameplay option that will allow you to start the regular game with a wonderful array of toys. Not only do you get to play through the game with the Bishamon Sword, but you get unlimited Arrows and Bullets, and begin with 99 Soul Absorbers in your inventory. In addition, any magic you use will automatically respawn after the attack. With this at your disposal, beating the game again and unlocking everything else will be a cinch! Unlock Onimusha 2 Trailer Finish the game on any difficulty to unlock a sneak preview of Onimusha: Warlords 2. When you go back to the main menu after saving, go to Special Feature to view the preview footage. Unlock the Panda Suit If you collect 10 or more Flourites during the course of the game, and successfully finish, there will be an extra costume available for Samanosuke when you begin a new game... a cuddly panda suit! When you restart, select Samanosuke-Extra to play as the big bear. Note the daisy gauntlet and stuffed friend in the mucus pouch. Don't you love being a marsupial? During gameplay, use L2 to wear the head on or off. What's Your Grade? Onimusha: Warlords allows you the opportunity to rate your progress, based on a series of points. The perfect score is 30, meaning you have to score all available points in three categories:
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Time taken to complete Up to 3 Hours= 10 points 3-4 Hours= 7 points 4-5 Hours= 5 points 5 or more Hours=3 points Number of demons killed 0-399= 3 points 400-499= 5 points 500-599= 7 points 600 or more= 10 points Number of souls collected by the gauntlet 0-34,999= 3 points 35,000-44,999= 5 points 45,000-54,999= 7 points 55,000 or more= 10 points The points add up as follows: 0-9= D 10-17= C 18-24= B 25-29= A 30= S If you score a perfect 30 and earn an S rating, Kaede will get a special costume of her own... and it's quite demonic. Access it from the same menu as Samanosuke's
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Introduction - Bienvenue sur Aide au Choix 

Diving (SQUARE when swimming) - When he's in the water, you can press the ... crates in your near vicinity and some objects will be magnetized towards you.
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Tony Hawk 2 Guide - Bienvenue sur Aide au Choix 

Pop Tony Hawk Pro Skater 2 into your Playstation and reset your brain. You are now experiencing ... High Scores: Who holds the sickest score on each level?
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Guide de choix 

Consultez notre site Web : www.sefram.fr - SEFRAM, des mesures d'avance... 55. PINCES POUR COURANTS AC. SP 201. I R. R R. R. R. R R. R. P R R. P. R R. R R R. R R. R. R R. R. SP 202. I P. P R. P. R. P P. R. I R R. I R R. R P R. R R. R. R R. P. SP 205.
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bienvenue au quartier 

6000, boulevard de Rome. Ou textez-nous au. Or text us at 450.486.1115. FREE BIKE LOAN SERVICE. During the summer season, explore the Quartier on two ...
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Djambi - Bienvenue sur regle.jeuxsoc.fr 

Je crois qu'il y a aujourd'hui un tel prestige des dÃ©marches de type freudien que trÃ¨s souvent les analyses de textes historiques se donnent pour but de ...
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Bienvenue sur notre portail 

22 août 2016 - 20 octobre 2000 : lancement officiel des travaux de construction de l'oléoduc Tchad-Cameroun à Kribi (Cameroun). 2003 : début de la production février 2005 : adhésion du Tchad à l'association des producteurs de pétrole africains (APPA)
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Guide de choix AWS 

Consultez notre site Web : www.sefram.fr - SEFRAM, des mesures d'avance... 55. PINCES POUR COURANTS AC. SP 201. I R. R R. R. R. R R. R. P R R. P. R R. R R R. R R. R. R R. R. SP 202. I P. P R. P. R. P P. R. I R R. I R R. R P R. R R. R. R R. P. SP 205.
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Guide de choix AWS 

PINCES COURANT AC AVEC SORTIE CONTINU (DC) (Applications : Data logger, enregistreurs,â€¦) PINCES COURANT ALTERNATIF ET CONTINU (AC + DC). 1525-1530-1555. 7307/73097310 7317/7318/7322/23/24. 7332-73337337/73457210B 7211 7240 BK2405ABK2407ABK240BBK270
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bienvenue sur terre guide a lusage des extraterrestres ian harrison 

If you want to possess a one-stop search and find the proper manuals on your products, you can visit this website that delivers many Bienvenue Sur Terre Guide A. Lusage Des Extraterrestres Ian Harrison Traduction Jacques Guiod Et Al. You can get the 
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MPLAB-PROMATE User's Guide - Bienvenue sur le site de Christophe 

With the PRO MATE device programmer, you can program Microchip microcontroller devices ...... Microchip Consultant Program Member Listing. â€¢. Links to other ...
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Untitled - Bienvenue sur JPL Productions 

www.jplprod.net. FACTSHEET. THE WALL. Written and directed by Steed Cavalieri. With Alain Blazquez. Mohamed Senouci. Mehdi Senoussi. SaÃ¯d Harchaoui.
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Bienvenue au concours Second SKIN 

La SociÃ©tÃ© RESEAU FLEURI (FLORAJET), SAS au capital de 700.000 Euros, dont le siÃ¨ge social est situÃ© 26 chemin de l'Esqueiras â€“ 84240 CABRIERES D'AIGUES, immatriculÃ©e au registre du commerce et des sociÃ©tÃ©s d'AVIGNON sous le numÃ©ro B 388 00
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bienvenue 

est rationnelle. - Ma voiture est en panne et je ne peux plus me dÃ©placer, je rÃ©side Ã  30km de la gare. - Je n'ai rien Ã  manger ce soir, seul ce fast-food est ouvert.
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guide de la protection solaire tome 3aide au choix des 

guide de la protection solaire tome 3aide au choix des produits so are a good way to achieve details ... go ahead in operating certain equipments. ... Should you loose your best guide or even the productwould not provide an instructions,.
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Guide de choix onduleurs.indd - Socamont 

Afin d'avoir une marge de sÃ©curitÃ©, veillez Ã  ne pas charger votre onduleur Ã  plus de 70% de sa puissance. - Nos onduleurs sont disponibles en diffÃ©rentes ...
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Bienvenue sur Terres de Montaigu 

20 mars 2019 - possibilité week-end. Jardin privatif. 02 51 42 09 ... week-end Jardin privatif. 06 87 64 99 31 / 06 33 ...... vière – Crédits ph otos : Th omas F illon.
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Guide de choix onduleurs.indd - Socamont 

2U. RÃ©fÃ©rence. Puissance. Dimensions. Largeur /. Hauteur. Profondeur &. CompatibilitÃ© baies. Nombre de batteries dans l'onduleur. Rack batteries compatible.
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Guide de choix - Cupa Pizarras 

Mais quelle merveilleuse invention de la nature qui permet aux ardoises les plus prestigieuses de garantir une toiture pour un siÃ¨cle. Les ardoisiÃ¨res CUPA ...
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Usinage de poches en UGV â€“ Aide au choix de stratÃ©gies - arXiv 

poche. Cette mÃ©thode devrait Ãªtre complÃ©tÃ©e par l'introduction de paramÃ¨tres spÃ©cifiques Ã  l'UGV. L'intÃ©gration de ces paramÃ¨tres ainsi que la validation finale.
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guide de bienvenue espace wiki AWS 

au plus près votre recherche pour vous permettre de trouver LA réponse à votre question. B. Utilisez le moteur de recherche : Vous pouvez à tout moment trouver votre réponse en utilisant le moteur de recherche mis à votre disposition en haut de chaqu
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Bienvenue au CollÃ¨ge du LÃ©man 

petit spectacle qui renforce leur confiance en eux et stimule leur expression artistique. Ces moments d'Ã©motion sont des moments forts de leur scolaritÃ©.
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1er Choix 1er Choix 2Ã¨me choix 2Ã¨me choix 

2 MORES BOTTLES. GYPSY QUEEN. DAY OF THE DEAD. COUNTRY TWO STEP. THREE TEACHERS. COWGIRLS. ROCK AROUND THE CLOCK. I BE U BE.
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Bienvenue sur la fiche d'information du Centre 

Introduction. Bienvenue sur la fiche d'information du Melbourne Recital Centre. ... Nous acceptons également la Companion Card pour les visiteurs en situation ...
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Bienvenue au CollÃ¨ge du LÃ©man 

PRIMAIRE. L'Ã©cole Primaire propose un enseignement motivant Ã  ses Ã©lÃ¨ves internationaux aussi ... Langues et Culture ... Principal Primaire Francophone et.
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